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Date rape
victim
speaks
JULIAN ANTHONY
MANAGING FDITOR

LORA SFORZA/THE VISTA

Guests at Living Library check out people
MEGHAN ANDERSON
STAFF WRITER
How often do you get the
opportunity to meet, much less
talk to, a homosexual Mormon?
What about an orphan? A Pagan?
A white Southerner?
This past Tuesday and
Wednesday, Copley Libraiy and
the Legal Research center worked
with the United Front Multi

cultural Center, the Center for
Awareness Service and Action,
the President's Advisory Board
for Inclusion and Diversity and
On Our Campus to exhibit "The
Living Library."
"Much of that diversity is not
visible until we engage with each
other and enter into conversation
about our differences and then
ultimately our similarities," said
Amy Besnoy, a librarian who

helped organize the event.
The Living Library is an
event that allows participants
to check out a person, like they
would check out a book, and
have a dialogue with that person.
For example, when checking
out "Memoirs of a Geisha," by
Arthur Golden, instead of getting
the book you get a former Geisha
who can discuss the issues with
you firsthand.

USD's Living Library was a
diversity event. This means it was
focused on overcoming prejudice
and stereotypes through talking
and asking questions of the per
sons who often fall victim to these
preconceived notions. The Living
Library exhibit was a means to
put USD's diversity initiative into
action.

See LIBRARY, page 3

Hillary Clinton commits U.S. to new global food security
CHARLIE HERSMAN
GMFST WRITFR
Since being selected as Presi
dent Obama's Secretary of State,
Hillary Clinton has been hard at
work behind the scenes to ensure
a new path forward in dealing
with global hunger. The Vista had
the opportunity to take part in a
conference call with the Secretary
as she spoke about the United
State's ambitious plans to revolu
tionize global food security.
The discussion focused on
the challenges of ensuring last
ing and sustainable farming for
the neediest people in the most
remote areas of the globe. Be
cause of its extreme temperatures
and lack of sufficient technology
to stockpile food supplies, Africa
was a region that received the
most attention.
Clinton began by promising
a new approach to the way in
which the United States allocates
its foreign aid. Traditionally, aid
has been provided to countries on
an "as-needed" basis, where food
or supplies are flown in to areas
experiencing famine or drought.
Clinton signaled that the United
States is attempting to move away
from this approach, in favor of a
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policy that provides more support
to local African farmers, greater
access to U.S. based farming tech
nology and the bioengineering of
seeds that are designed to grow in
even the harshest climates.
Specifically, Clinton hopes
to make U.S. based technolo
gies available royalty-free to
indigenous communities so less
overhead costs are required to
establish plots for farming. Since
75 percent of the world's poor
live in rural areas, the emphasis
would be on developing sustain
able farming in these areas.
By empowering rural popu
lations, she feels that many of
the Sub-Saharan countries will
require less reliance on the United
States in times of drought and will
be able to feed their own commu
nities much more efficiently.
Currently, the international
demand for aid is well beyond
the capacity of the United States
and other aid-giving countries to
manage.
Clinton is forthright in ad
mitting that such an approach will
require a great deal of coopera
tion throughout the international
community to be successful, but
ultimately will result in greater
food security for the most vulner-

COURTESY WWW.STATE.GOV
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton seeks to alleviate world hunger.
able of nations.
Global hunger is an issue that
continues to afflict humanity de
spite advances in technology and
increased funding for aid initia
tives. By focusing on a bottom-
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up approach, the United States
is committing itself to creating a
new methodology that will hope
fully have long-lasting efficacy
fighting hunger.

COUNTDOWN

Iffii

days until
Halloween

Sex, the internet and date
rape were all covered in Katie
Koestner's speech on Monday.
Hundreds of students were in at
tendance, including many mem
bers of sports teams and Greek
organizations.
Koestner, who was the victim
of a controversial date rape when
she was eighteen years old, has
spoken to hundreds of schools
all over the country, as well as
audiences such as the top 200
members of the defense depart
ment and an all-male prison. She
has spoken at USD several times
before detailing her date rape ex
perience, but tonight's talk had a
different message.
Koestner stressed her main
theme of self-examination with
the question "Who am I?" She
demonstrated how everything
posted online, whether deleted or
not, can easily be traced back to
us by those who are willing to pay
for it. Companies that are hiring
new employees are now paying
to receive information about you,
the potential employee, from
social networking sites such as
Facebook or MySpace that retain
all rights to your information
even after you've deleted your
account. All paranoia aside, she
showed just how easy it is for a
predator to find the target he is
looking for, then the school that
person attends and, eventually,
where that person lives.
Koestner shared several sto
ries of controversial court cases
concerning sexual harassment
and rape, exploring controver
sial issues of double standards
and sexual boundaries with the
crowd.
Koestner is often approached
after talks by women or men
seeking counsel. Last week, one
such girl on an Indian reserva
tion approached Koestner and
informed her that her father, a
leader of the tribe, had been sexu
ally molesting her for some time.
Koestner accompanied the girl to
the hospital where she was exam
ined and eventually taken away
from the reservation. A few days
later, Koestner was informed by
email that the girl's mother had
shot herself.
"That set me emotionally
back," Koestner said of the sui
cide. "It still affects me right
now. That's where you have to
keep saying you sometimes take
two steps ahead and one step
backwards. It's an up and a down

See SEX, page 3
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NEWS

News Editor: Anne Slagill
Asst. News Editor: Bernadette Smith
aslagill@usdvista.com

ANNE SLAGILL
NEWS EDITOR
Word of the Week:

Thighs
What's so awesome, at
tractive and worrisome about
thighs? I've never met a girl
who claimed to be particularly
fond of that region of her body
and yet I see bare thighs yearround on campus. It seems we
ladies like to complain about
the body parts we show off the
most.
Short-shorts are tolerable in
my opinion. And while I opt for
a professional length (mid-thigh
or longer) I am not offended by
women who wear them shorter.
I think growing up in Southern
California did two things for
my fashion sensibilities. First, it
made me unshockable. Second,
it gave me an appreciation for
clothes that leave some things
to the imagination.
Those who notice my
modest leanings might wonder
if I am offended by such trends
as "tights as pants" or the latest
"thigh-high boots as pants." The
fact is, I don't much care what
other people choose to wear. As
long as a woman feels comfort
able in her clothes, I completely
approve.
But given the complaints
I hear from female friends re
garding their thighs, I find it
hard to believe that women are
truly comfortable in reveal
ing outfits. Why do we submit
to these fashion trends if they
don't make us feel good about
ourselves? Ladies: if you really
think the leggings make you
look fat, then buy some jeans
that make you feel beautiful!
I rarely hear guys com
plaining about their thighs and,
as a result, I fully believe that
they enjoy thigh-baring fashion
more than women.
I've seen a few USD men
rocking the '80s running gear
and I must say, it's not a bad
look. I congratulate these brave
souls for picking up fashion
trends from our very own
ROTC Cadets, who can be seen
sporting their government-issue
short-shorts in the early morn
ings during physical training.
I smile a little just contem
plating how many tax dollars
were saved when someone
somewhere decided to forego
the extra three inches of fabric
on those PT shorts.
But I digress. My point is, a
girl (or guy) can get away with
showing a little skin now and
then. I just hope fashion choices
that are a little more revealing
are accompanied by feelings
of complete confidence in the
wearer. I would be troubled to
think that a friend was jumping
on a fashion bandwagon that
made her feel less than 100 per
cent gorgeous.
And so the great mystery
of thighs will live on. In our
lives, fashion will no doubt take
thigh-baring to new and exciting
levels. Whether your thighs are
constantly on display or haven't
seen sunlight in a few months
(like my own) I hope you'll
continue to make choices that
keep you comfy and happy.

1867 The U.S. formally

takes possession of Alaska
after purchasing the territory from Russia for $7.2 .
million, or less than two
cents an acre.

1975 Sergeant Leonard

Matlovich challenges his
"general" discharge from
the U.S. Air Force after
publicly declaring his ho
mosexuality.

2003 Mother Theresa
is beatified by Pope John
Paul II, a first step toward
sainthood in the Catholic
Church.

1973 After 15 years and
$80 million in construction,
the Sydney Opera House is
dedicated by Queen Elizabeth II in Sydney, Australia.

1879 Thomas Edison
invents the first workable
electric light bulb in his
laboratory in New Jersey.

1915 On this day more than
30,000 women march down
5th Avenue in New York
City demanding the right to
vote.

1901 A 63-year-old school
teacher named Annie Edson
Taylor becomes the first
person to take the plunge
over Niagara Falls in a bar
rel.

1881 Pablo Picasso, one
of the key artists of the
Impressionist and Cub
ist movements, is born in
Malaga, Spain.

Sources: History.com

Look out SEALS: the Navy trains dolphins
LIZ CROSBY
STAFF WR1TFR

A few lucky students at USD
are certain that the information
they are studying on a daily basis
is going to be useful after gradua
tion. Brigid Dodge has that reas
suring feeling five days a week as
she goes to work with dolphins in
the Navy. She isn't in the military,
but she works with the Navy to
train dolphins and sea lions.
These
marine
mammals
have highly sophisticated sensory
equipment that the Navy has
become reliant upon for the detect
ing of mines in various regions of
the world. Interestingly enough, a
dolphin discovered an underwater
mine field that was a remnant of
World War II.

NATIALE NEWMAN

Dodge, a super senior at USD
majoring in psychology, wakes up
at 5 a.m. and reports to the Navy
base at 6 a.m. After she arrives,she
cleans out tanks, buckets out vari
ous fish and washes down decks.
After all of the grueling work, she
gets to interact with the dolphins.
She isn't paid for the work that she
puts in, but she finds it rewarding
nonetheless. The work that she
does with these dolphins directly
reflects the classes that she has
taken in concordance with her
major.
A substantial amount of
research in regards to learning
behaviors is dependent upon the
analysis of the way animals act.
The psychological level of animals
such as dolphins is quite similar
to that of small children. While

Thirty-two planets have been
discovered outside theEarth's solar
system, an international research
team announced on Monday. The
discovery was made through the
use of a High Accuracy Radial Ve
locity Planet Searcher, or HARPS,
which can detect movements as
small as 3.5 km/hr.
The existence of these exoplanets, planets outside of our
solar system, brings the total
number found by HARPS to 75,
and the overall total of known
exoplanets to about 400. The
discovery of these 32 planets
was announced at the European
Southern Observatory/Center for
Astrophysics, University of Porto
conference in Porto, Portugal. The
announcement came from a group
of international researchers who
are headed by the Geneva Ob
servatory, where the first HARPS

she "basically plays with them so
that they can associate people as
good."
It turns out the Navy has
become reliant upon the sensory
equipment of other animals for
the purpose of surveying possible
dangers in the deep. The bio sonar
equipment is quite advanced and
much more sophisticated than
any technology humans have de
veloped. A lot of the program is
geared towards better understand
ing their echo location and how it
is that they've evolved in the way
that they have.
Until we are able to harnass
their sensory capabilities with
technology, it looks as though we
shall be reliant upon Flipper to
discover dangerous regions in the
ocean for us.

NEWS IN BRIEF

STAFF WRITER
DISCOVERY OF 32 PLANETS
OUTSIDE
THE
SOLAR
SYSTEM

training, instructors use positive
reinforcement.
"We train these animals just
like you would train your dog
from PetsMart." Brigid said.
Through positive reinforcement
the trainer is able to communicate
to the dolphins exactly what it is
that they want the dolphins to do
by rewarding them if they do the
correct thing.
By reinforcing good behavior
with desired rewards, the instruc
tors can train the dolphins with
ease. Brigid said that positive rein
forcement is beneficial in any type
of relationship and isn't neces
sarily restricted to animal human
relationships. It is even a good
thing to practice in relationships
between people. So after all of
the work is finished, she said that

was built.
HARPS has also increased
the discovery of "super Earths,"
planets with a mass several times
greater than that of Earth. While
only 32 exoplanets were an
nounced, the research team stated
that they know of many more,
although additional observation
is needed before they can be an
nounced.
CYBER
THIEVES
ON
FACEBOOK AND TWITTER
Increasing numbers of cyberthieves are targeting popular
social networking sites such as
Twitter and Facebook in order to
obtain people's personal informa
tion, the FBI reported.
Since 2006, almost 3,200 ac
count hijacking cases have been
reported to the Internet Crime
Complaint Center, a program af
filiated with the FBI. The account
hijacking begins with an updated
status or message that contains a

link or video, and only requires
one click. These links often open
up to fake websites that trick users
into revealing personal informa
tion or passwords. Hijackers can
then infiltrate accounts without the
user's permission, and repeat the
attack on the victim's contacts.
Security experts believe that
cybercriminals are using social
networking sites because of the
abundance of personal informa
tion, and they view this as an in
creasing concern. Chris Calabrese,
a legislative council for the ACLU,
stated, "They'll have access to all
that information, so they can sell
it, they can share it, they can do an
awful lot with it."
SCIENTIST ARRESTED FOR
ATTEMPTING TO PASS ON
CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
A former U.S. government
scientist who was involved with
classified aerospace projects has
been arrested for attempting to

pass on classified information
to someone he believed was an
Israeli intelligence official. Stew
art David Nozette was arrested
Monday afternoon by FBI coun
terespionage agents.
Nozette received a doctorate
in planetary sciences from Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technology,
and had "top secret" clearance at
the White House. Nozette report
edly told a colleague in January
2009 that if the United States
government tried to put him in jail
for an unrelated matter, he would
move to Israel and "tell them ev
erything" he knows. In early Sep
tember, an undercover FBI agent
contacted Nozette, pretending to
be an Israeli intelligence officer.
They met, and Nozette allegedly
demonstrated his willingness to
work for Israeli intelligence, ac
cording to an FBI document.
Nozette eventually revealed infor
mation classified as top secret. If
convicted, he could face up to a
life sentence, officials stated.
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PUBLIC

ETY REPORT

Oct. 14

Location: MARIAN WAY AT WEST
PARKING STRUCTURE
At 12:43 p.m. Public Safety responded
to a report of a hit and run involving a com
muter student's personal vehicle. Upon in
vestigation, an unknown vehicle had struck
the front grill of the student's vehicle while
it was parked and secured, causing minor
damage. There were no other damages.

Oct. 15

Location:
AREA

SAN

Thursday, October 22, 2009

BUENAVENTURA

At 3:57 p.m. Public Safety responded to
a report of a fraudulent letter furnished to
university authorities by a resident student.
Upon investigation, the student had altered
a doctor's note, and submitted it to the uni
versity. The student has been referred to
Student Discipline.

OCT. 14 - OCT. 18

Oct. 17

Oct. 16

3

Oct. 17

Location: CAMINO HALL

Location: TORERO STADIUM

Location: MISSIONS A AREA

At 2:46 p.m. Public Safety responded
to a report of fraudulent drivers licenses.
Upon investigation, one of the licenses was
matched with a resident student. This case
has been referred to Student Affairs.

At 1:58 p.m. Public Safety observed
an individual who was being supported by
another individual. Upon investigation, the
individual was contacted, identified as a
non-student, and was determined to be too
intoxicated to care for herself. SDPD arrived
and assumed custody of the individual.

At 10:26 p.m. Public Safety responded
to assist a Resident Assistant who observed
a student rolling a marijuana cigarette. Upon
investigation, the two residents were con
tacted and cited for possession of marijuana
(3.63g), marijuana paraphernalia and minor
in possession.

Oct. 17

Location: MAHER HALL - GARDEN
AREA

Oct. 18

At 3:09 a.m. Public Safety responded
to a report of an intoxicated individual in Oct. 17
the Maher courtyard. Upon investigation, Location: ALOALA VISTAS E LOT
the individual was identified as a resident
At 4:56 p.m. Public Safety responded to
student and was determined to be too in
toxicated to care for himself. Due to the a report of a hit and run involving a resident
student vomiting repeatedly during contact, student's personal vehicle. Upon investiga
paramedics were contacted for further eval tion, an unknown vehicle had struck the rear
uation. The student was then voluntarily bumper of the student's vehicle while it was
parked and secured, causing minor damage.
transported to Detox.

Location: CAMINO HALL
At 4:13 a.m. Public Safety responded
to a report from a concerned resident who
had observed his roommate was unrespon
sive and vomiting for approximately two
hours. Upon investigation, the student was
contacted and identified. The student was
transported to the hospital by paramedics for
possible alcohol poisoning.

College sex
issues
addressed
SEX, continued
instead of just a constant up."
Koestner has been publicly
speaking since directly after her
rape, appearing on Larry King
Live, Oprah and Good Morning
America, as well as on the cover of
Time magazine. She believes that
speaking to others has been a huge
part of her healing process.
"I think when bad things
happen it's either you're angry or
you can say I'm going to take that
bad thing and try to make sense of
it by helping someone else, and
not doing 'poor me.' I hate 'poor
me,"' Koestner said. "There are a
lot of unjust things in the world,
but it doesn't mean you have to let
life get the best of you. You work
on making it more fair."
She displayed a picture of
the Time magazine cover during
her speech; the woman on the
cover and the woman standing
in front of the crowd are almost
unrecognizable. Koestner claimed
they wanted to make her look like
more of a victim. She claims they
achieved this by photoshopping
dark lines down her cheeks, dress
ing her in a dark turtleneck, accen
tuating her breasts by posing her
arms across her chest and asking
her to not smile. She says now that
at the time she felt powerless and
wishes she had spoken up.
Her closing statement remind
ed all of the men in the room to
think of their mothers, sisters and
future daughters when deciding
how to treat a woman.

EMILY WINSLOW/THE VISTA

Living books share their stories with library guests at Living Library event. The event took place at Copley Library on Oct. 20.

Library diversity event allows students to check people out
LIBRARY, continued
"An event like this is in
tended to be non-confrontational
and to encourage people to ask
the questions that are often not
politically correct to ask. While
a printed book is already writ
ten, the 'reader' of a living book
is able to ask questions without
trying to change or argue with
the 'book' and that allows for
a better understanding of its
story," Besnoy said.
There were a wide variety of
books for participants to check
out from The Living Library.
The books ranged from "for
eigner" and "Asian woman" to
"married, lesbian, mother." The
checking period was 30 min
utes. Besnoy joked, "The books
should be returned in the same
condition they were checked out

- dog-eared pages allowed!"
Ruth Levor, volunteered to be
a part of the Living Library collec
tion. As a reform Jew in America
after WWII, she chose to partici
pate because "it is really great for
diversity on the individual level,"
she said. "It is an opportunity to
speak without an agenda, without
arguing, to talk to someone and
make it personal. Also in talking
about my life, I can hopefully cor
rect preconceived misconceptions
some people may have about the
life of reform Jews."
The event took place in
Copley Library Tues. Oct. 20 and
at the Legal Research Center, Wed.
Oct. 21. The Living Library is an
international program that has
taken place in countries around
the world. Check out their website
for more information: thelivinglibrary.org.
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USD campus Alumnus speaks on Internet career opportunities
participates
in Big Read
NATALIE NEWMAN

STAFF WRITER

JORI GREGARIO
STAFF WRITFR

It's big, it's beautiful and it'll make
you smarter. Nope, it's not a dictionary. It's
the Big Read.
The 2004 survey sponsored by the
National Endowment for the Arts titled,
"Reading at Risk: A Survey of Literary
Reading in America," reported that liter
ary reading in America declining rapidly
among all groups and the rate of decline
continues to accelerate, especially among
young people.
This problem is being answered by
The Big Read, which is an initiative of the
National Endowment for the Arts in part
nership with the Institute of Museum and
Library Services designed to encourage
reading for pleasure and enlightenment
among citizens of all ages throughout the
country.
According to their website NEABigRead.org, the program is designed to
"provide citizens with the opportunity to
read and discuss a single book within their
community."
Each community features a different
book, and the program provides compre
hensive resources for discussing classic
literature and information on authors and
their works.
Since the project started in 2006, 268
communities throughout the U.S. have
participated in Big Read, including USD's
very own Chula Vista community.
On USD's campus the Center for
Academic Excellence has teamed up with
the Black Storytellers of San Diego, Inc
to promote The Big Read by reading "A
Lesson Before Dying" by Ernest J Gaines.
Discussion groups are being orga
nized by both the Black Storytellers of San
Diego and the University of San Diego
in-order to promote community members
and students to read and enjoy "A Lesson
Before Dying."
It's not too late for students to get
involved in the Big Read. Tomorrow
from 12-1:30 p.m. Student Affairs and
the Human Resources Department will be
hosting a discussion group for students to
express their ideas and thoughts about the
book.
Following the discussion group will be
a movie night featuring the movie version
of "A Lesson Before Dying," co-sponsored
by Associate Students and the Black Stu
dent Union.
There will also be various other events
and discussions happening on USD's
campus where students, or outside com
munity members participating in The Big
Read will be encouraged to come and dis
cuss themes presented in "A Lesson Before
Dying."
Various university professors and
distinguished guests from the community
will be on campus to lead discussions and
expand on themes presented in the novel.
The Big Read is not only a program
in the San Diego Community but in com
munities spreading all over the country.
Each state in the country boasts at least one
community participating in the literacy ini
tiative.
Themes range from the history of the
community to current everyday issues, all
with an emphasis on a growing apprecia
tion for literature and the great authors who
write the works.
While each community and book
chosen is different, The Big Read ev
erywhere is focused on encouraging, its
citizens to find a compassion and love for
reading.
Students who wish to participate can
easily do so by registering at sandiego.edu/
cee/BigRead USD .php.

Last week USD alumnus Jamieson
Kerns, class of 2008, spoke about his ex
perience working for Google and YouTu&e.
He offered valuable advice to students in
terested in computer science.
Kerns began as an intern at Google and
after graduation immediately started work
ing for the company. As soon as he joined
Google he was assigned to the YouTube
division. He currently works at the Santa
Monica offices.

pride in community involvement and even
has volunteer days during which a particu
lar team doesn't report to work and instead
goes out to volunteer in the community.
As a computer technical engineer for
YouTube, Kerns' duties include agile de
velopment of the site and monetization,
including homepage ads, watchpage ads
and interactive media. He described his job
responsibilities as "finding a way to make
YouTube sustainable."
YouTube has over 1 billion views per
day. Every minute, 20 hours of video are
uploaded to the site. As the second largest

YouTube has over 1 billion views per
day. Every minute, 20 hours of video are
uploaded to the site. As the second largest
search engine in the world, the site must
be able to move fast and have massive
video-serving infrastructure.
Kerns presented what he called "the
Google schpiel" and informed students that
the mission of Google is "to organize the
world's information and make it accessible
and useful."
He described the company as "global
and diverse, with groups for any kind of
culture." Kerns described a typical workday
as laid-back, very email-based and nonhierarchical.
"It's not the normal corporate environ
ment," Kerns said. "It's a lot of fun."
Kerns also informed the audience that
Google offers scholarships, helps their
employees pay for graduate school, takes

search engine in the world, the site must be
able to move fast and have massive videoserving infrastructure.
"YouTube would not be possible if it
had not been acquired by Google," Kerns
said.
He said his team accomplishes their
development and monetization goals by
having weekly releases, pursuing aggres
sive targets, taking risks and allowing them
selves to have engineering freedom.
* Kerns gave a great deal of valuable
advice to students who may be interested
in pursuing a career similar to his, or who
desire to work for a company with the repu

CAIN EXPERIENCE
&UIIP UP YOUR RESUME
HELP WITH THE VISTA!
Interested in becoming an
advertisement assistant?
Contact Melissa Hines
MHines@USPvista.com

tation of Google. He said that a degree in
computer science is necessary. He suggest
ed pursuing a couple of base jobs, gaining
personal experience with website develop
ment and familiarizing oneself with popular
computer programming software.
"You must take initiative on your own
time and be involved in things outside of
school," Kerns said.
He also informed students that people
who secure internships at Google have a
much better chance of being given a job
with the company later on. Kerns said that
applying through an employee is "definitely
a good thing" because Google is a very se
lective company. He also advised students
that probability and statistics are the most
useful kinds of math in his career field.
Google offers full time technical oppor
tunities with either a business or software
focus, and students can apply through the
USD career center website, or go to google,
com/jobs/students.
When asked why he chose to major in
computer sciences, Kerns replied, "1 didn't
need any expensive equipment, 1 could just
go out and start building something. You
end up creating something that's really your
own."
Students who are interested in hear
ing from other successful USD alums can
attend "The Importance of the Liberal Arts"
tomorrow in the Degheri Alumni Center,
Room 120.
Dr. Mary K. Boyd, Ph.D., Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, will be mod
erating a panel of prestigious USD alumni
as they discuss the importance of their lib
eral arts education.
Panelists include the founder of Ryan
Brothers Coffee and Tea Company, a San
Diego City Councilmember, the Director
of Business Development for Clear Chan
nel Communications and the President of
O'Connell International Arts, Inc.
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What grinds
my gears:

Homecoming 2009

"That Guy"

Students and alumni celebrate and partake in the wild festivities

5

JULIAN ANTHONY
MANAGING FDITOR

I have been 21 -years-old
since April 8 and have thus en
tered the world of legally drink
ing in establishments across the
United States. By now I am a bar
veteran; I visited many a dive
around the world while I was on
Semester at Sea and currently
haunt the Beachcomber every
Thursday like it's my job. This
newfound social scene mostly
offers me endless hours of enter
tainment and fuzzy but nonethe
less priceless memories with my
best friends, many of whom I
have grown into my semi-adult
hood with.
Unfortunately, in the tradi
tion of good times, every party
must have a pooper, and every
bar has "that guy."
"That guy" always seems to
put himself directly in my path.
Here he is pouring his entire
beer into my lap. Thanks for the
addition to my outfit, the foam
really matches my earrings.
Here he is leaning on me
heavily because he can barely
stand. Maybe he thinks that sweat
dripping off his arm is really re
freshing for me.
Here he is repeatedly asking
me the same question, though I
have already been patient enough
to answer it twice. The third time
you ask me, "Wait, what's your
name again?" is the time I walk
away.
Here he is getting handsy
with me even though I've never
spoken to him before, and most
definitely haven't given my con
sent. What is it about a bar that
suddenly makes sexual harass
ment okay?
Okay, and there he is punch
ing one of his roommates. Ap
parently they do this all the time.
Something about man law.
I understand that we are not
all at our best under the influ
ence, but those of you who are
consistently an angry or obnox
ious drunk, cut it out. Go home
and lock yourself in your room if
you're going to act like that. The
rest of us would like to enjoy the
rest of our nights and...oh my
god, "Don't Stop Believing" is
on!

Jiliian will now be
writing a biweekly "What
grinds my gears" column in
addition to "Dear Jilla." Is
something really annoying
you? It's probably bother
ing Jilla too! Send in what
ever is currently grinding
your gears as well as your
burning questions to Jilla at
janthony @ usdvista.com.

PHOTOS BY RYAN BRENNAN, TOM ROTH AND MICHELLE CUNNANE

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: Alcala Club
served ice cream to university guests.
Sean Kingston performed at homecoming
celebrations. Students cheered for
Torero football. Ryan Conly and Sami
Shuss were named Flomecoming King
and Queen. Students rode a mechanical
bull. Friends enjoyed the beer garden.
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The Moral Eccentric
RYAN MULVEY
OPINION FDITOR

Philosophers, theologians
and even poets spend their entire
lives contemplating the meaning
of morality. So, it might seem
a disservice to provide a gross
simplification as an attempt to
answer this question. But, im
prudent as it is, I will.
Morality is the study, essen
tially, of proper behavior. Every
one of us participates in morality
by virtue of our human existence.
As men, we act to fulfill desires,
whether properly ordered or
not; some actions we know to
be moral and others immoral.
Whether something is moral or
not depends on its goodness. So,
again simplifying, doing what is
morally correct requires doing
what is for the good, at least in
my estimation.
Michael Oakeshott, a politi
cal philosopher, proposed that
society organizes its morality
between two extremes. On the
one hand, morality is held to be
a reflection of habits of affec
tion, or simply non-cognitive
traditions of human conduct; on
the other, it is the product of an
active and reasoned application
of moral criterion constructed
from self-conscious reflection.
Simply put, morality is either a
spontaneous customary tradition
or a rational, even cataphatic,
designed code of conduct.
The implications of such
a world are significant. Where
morality is determined by fiat
or canon it loses its reality. Very
often, the decision of what is or
is not moral is left to gnostics, or
experts, akin to Plato's philos
opher-kings. Hospitals consult
whole committees of ethicists
to determine policy; universities
do so to insure inclusivity; the
President maintains a Council
for Bioethics. In Such a world,
the everyday man's role as a
moral agent is diminished as he
loses personal responsibility for
the rightness of his own actions.
Men forget how to live morally,
merely following prescribed
codes of acceptable behavior,
engaging a simulacrum of true

moral existence.
Out of such a world Chris
tianity arose. From the legalism
of the Pharisees, who knew not
how to live morally, but only to
follow the rules, arose a New
Law of caritas.""For the letter killeth, but the Spirit quickeneth,"
wrote Saint Paul to the Corinthi
ans. A moral life cannot merely
be a matter of checking off a list
or following a code, it must be
a life infused with an ethos of
rightness into which we are encultured from childhood, where,
free from scruples or skepti
cism, we can follow an already
discovered moral path with little
hesitation. This is not an emotivist defense of morality, but
simply an advocation of a world
where tradition, or accepted and
tested forms of healthy behavior,
guides our decisions.
So, what about the moral ec
centric, the man who either seeks
a perfection above and beyond
standard norms or who seeks to
transcend prescribed morals?
And, what of the man who fails
utterly in living the moral life,
the "immoral" eccentric? Both
hold important places in our so
ciety; both are terrifying images,
as Richard Weaver might say,
which help shape our responses
to the human condition. We see
in the perfectionist something
which we might imitate; Thomas
a Kempis captured this in the
"Imitation of Christ." In the de
viant we see the dispicableness
of failure and are compelled to
shamefully turn away from such
a lifestyle.
It all makes sense. The
perfectionist holds us in awe
and gives new animation to our
moral determination; those who
have failed hold us in dread.
Why else would we purposefully
show pictures of heroin addicts
to teenagers in order to discour
age such behavior, while turn
ing heroes out of exemplars of
virtue? Both eccentrics are nec
essary to the health of a moral,
yet fallen, society; both dem
onstrate that simply following
the rules leads to a boring, even
pitiful existence. We must not
merely talk about being good,or
try to elucidate a guide to being
moral. Rather, we must immerse
ourselves in living a good life
and aiming towards ever greater
goodness.
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Televisions guzzle precious energy
California considers ban on energy consuming big screens
LIZ CROSBY
•STAFF WRITFR

We've grown up with them.
They surround us; we cannot
escape their presence.Our relation
ship with them is at once distant
and intimate. You might have had
friends over when you were young
so that you could stare at one to
gether. Even now they continue
omnipresently as we go about our
existence in materialistic America.
You might gaze upon One during a
lull in conversation, in a bar, while
you're finishing your homework
late at night, even lulling your
self to sleep. In case you still are
wondering just what it is that I'm
referring to, it's television screens.
It really is scary just how much
precious time we spend entranced
by their bright images.
All is not well, though, in the
land of television. California may
be the first state to ban energy guz
zling big screen televisions. The
Consumer Electronics Associa
tion is avidly fighting the passage
of this ban, but they seem to be
losing. Executives and consul
tants from the Arlington, Va. trade
group have asked members of the
California Energy Commision to
consider allowing consumers to
use their wallets to dictate whether
or not banning television screens
that consume a lot of energy is a
worthwhile. This seems to be the

pivotal question at the heart of the
debate. Just how much consump
tion should be regulated by the
government?
Consumer behavior has gotten
out of control in America and it
is now almost always necessary
to restrict it with the use of bans.
Naturally, lobbyists are eager to
fight such bans because restricted
access to certain products affects
the corporate business profits. For
the most part, none of the products
that we encounter every day are
even made in the U.S. We don't
tend to think about it a lot, but with
our purchasing power we wield
the power to change people's lives
and predicaments in the Global
South; consumer behavior can be
a dangerous force.
The United States and the
rest of the international commu
nity seem to be run by American
corporations. In California alone
it is estimated that 10 percent of
household electricity consumption
is dedicated to powering televi
sions; ironically, the very mecha
nism used to advertise corporate
businesses. It's about, time some
one besides Greenpeace take the
initiative in holding corporations
accountable for their actions.
Still, this ban should not limit
the number of big screen televi
sions. Rather, it should be used to
put pressure on television manu
facturers to make more energy

efficient televisions. That way,
people in Third World countries
who produce televisions at below
minimum wage will at least retain
their jobs making product for us
to enjoy while also reducing envi
ronmental degradation.
Hopefully, such a ban would
be a step in the right direction.
The repercussions of our spending
habits are greater than we could
possibly fathom; there's a reason
why they call us "mindless con
sumers." It's practically impos
sible to even begin to understand
what effect our behaviors have on
the rest of the world.
Having great spending power
is a privilege. If we're unwilling to
broaden our understanding of the
consequences of that power, then
it ought to be relinquished. And,
who could know whether a meteor
might strike tomorrow, causing the
extinction of the human species?
If that were the case, it wouldn't
matter how many inefficient tele
visions are around. In the more
likely case that we do survive as a
species for an extended period of
time, we ought to keep our home
planet in a healthy condition, as
well as keep in mind the lives of
other human beings striving to
survive yet out of sight and mind.
Perhaps it might prove helpful to
take Anthony Kiedis' advice and
"throw away your television, take
the noose off your ambition."

Louisiana judge must have missed Supreme Court ruling
JULIE CEPEDA
STAFF WRITFR

The Louisiana Supreme Court
has some explaining to do. One of
their justices-of-the-peace, Keith
Bardwell, has not only denied an
interracial couple a marriage li
cense, but has admitted doing so to
other couples on a regular basis. He
claims that he does it for the protec
tion of the children of such couples,
who may not readily be accepted
into either the African American or
Caucasian communities.
I'm sorry, but am I missing
something here? Because the last,
time I checked, denying interra
cial couples a marriage license is
illegal, although I could also use
other strongly worded adjectives to
describe such a denial that would

I'm pretty sure that in the past 42 years the U.S.
Supreme Court and the vast majority of American
society have agreed that interracial marriage is not
some abhorrent practice that must be stopped.
likely prove unpublishable.
In 1967, the U.S. Supreme
Court in Loving v. Virginia over
turned a state statute that prevented
interracial couples from marrying.
The decision ended the practice,
which had been longstanding,
around the country. But we are now

nearing the end of 2009.I'm pretty
sure that in the past 42 years, the
U.S. Supreme Court and the vast
majority of American society have
agreed that interracial marriage is
not some abhorrent practice that
must be stopped. In fact, I'm pretty
sure that interracial couples, be

they white, black, Asian, Hispanic,
Pacific Islander, Native American
or whatever, are not at all unusual.
This is true in the real world and on
our campus. Very often, people fall
in love without having any choice
in the matter; both they and the
person they fall in love with don't

usually have a choice of the color
of their skin.
So, why is Mr. Bardwell so
concerned about the social accep
tance of the children from inter
racial marriages? Our generation
and those younger than ours are
increasingly accepting of all'people
and lifestyles, regardless of skin
color, sexual orientation or reli
gious belief. For an agent of the
state to justify modern day antimiscegenation by claiming to pro
tect biracial children is ignorant. In
an age where education and accep
tance are key to society, all kinds
of discrimination should be dying
ideals of the past. Clearly, however,
there are people out there who just
can't let these things go, no matter
how progressive such vestiges of
discrimination might seem.
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Letters to the Editor: Mulvey wrong; Proud of PRIDE coverage
Dear Vista Editors:
I was underneath one of
those street light banners that
line Linda Vista and the lights on
campus, when 1 read Ryan Mulvey's article on the South in last
week's Vista. Though I cannot
recall exactly what was written
on the banner above me, I could
guess that it was something like
"Diversity" or "Social Justice,"
either of which become ironic in
reference to Mulvey's article.
It would have been quite
appropriate had I had some sort
of liquid in my mouth because
when I read "The South is also
aristocratic, a characteristic I find
lacking in a Western egalitar
ian state like California," I most
surely would have spit it out at
a speed comparable to a surfaceto-air missile. I find it hard to
believe that a school searching
for its identity as an institution of
social justice and diversity would
allow a bumbling opinion writer
to casually insinuate that the
racial hierarchies, still present
in many parts of our country, are

"admirable" and "refreshing."
Too many people have died,
subject to the violent lynchings
and public burnings of an "ante
bellum ethos," to have the South's
"traditionalism"applauded in such
a lewd and racist fashion. I have
personally been to "the South"
and have found its still segregated
restaurants and racial tension
disturbing. Mulvey's "Traditional
ism" manifests itself in whispers
of racial inferiority and invisible
Jim Crow laws.I congratulated the
Vista earlier this year when they
shed light on the problems PRIDE
had with the administration, but
thanks to Mulvey, it appears to be
one step forward, two steps back
for the Vista.
Ryan Buresh
Class of 2010

Mulvey responds:
Reading, much like writing,
is a dangerous activity in which
to engage. Very often, phrases
are taken out of context, whether
purposefully or not, in order to

malign individuals or twist ideas.
Had Ryan Buresh taken the time
to carefully examine my column
he would not have read racist no
tions into my words where they do
not exist.
My admiration of the South,
as I express, is in reference to its
social cohesion, cultural richness,
charm and hospitality, which can
be equally found among blacks
and whites. Nowhere is race, or
the institution of slavery, even
mentioned. And, I hardly insinu
ate that racial hierarchies are ad
mirable or refreshing.
The fallacy of Buresh's argu
ment rests on an incorrect concep
tion of the South as nothing but
racist and intolerant. I do not deny
that racism is present, but we must
recognize that it can be also found
in the North, hardly an enlightened
and welcoming land for people of
color, let alone other minorities.
Savannah was home to largest
community of Jews in America, as
well as Irish Catholics, until the
20th century; both were rejected
and discriminated against, espe
cially in the North.

Our society ought to be color
blind and tolerant. This will never
happen as long as individuals and
groups motivated by particular po
litical purposes claim that racism
exists where it simply does not.

Dear Vista Editors:
Thank you for your story on
the controversy surrounding the
PRIDE dance that took place on
Oct. 7. (PRIDE can dance if they
want to, Oct. 6) There was, and
continues to be, a lot of confu
sion surrounding the decisions
that were made regarding the
dance. I think that it's important
that The Vista keep students well
informed on issues such as the one
that occurred with PRIDE. As Gail
Perez pointed out, discrimination
against one campus organization
affects the entire student body.
Thank you for giving the story the
prominence it deserves.

Letters to the Editor
The Vista encourages letters to
the editor and commentary from
students, faculty, staff, adminis
tration and the community.
Letters and commentaries should
be sent to letters@usdvista.com.
They will go directly to the
editor-in-chief and the opinion
editor.
Correspondance
should
be
limited to 300 words and must
include verifiable contact infor
mation. Letter content is subject
to editing for clarity and style.
The Vista does not publish anon
ymous letters, those addressed
to a third party or letters in poor
taste.

Sincerely,
Mark Heisey
Class of 2010

University sells itself with misleading promotional video
MARY BETH BARKER
FDITOR IN CHIFF
Beautiful isn't always better.
I think it's funny that USD spray
paints the grass to keep it Kelly
green. Engraved, cement trashcans
are excessive but make recycling
fashionable. Spending money on
stunningly new buildings, but not
on renovating out-of-date class
rooms, is frustrating. These are
written off as part of USD's beauty
pageant display, but a recent way
of keeping up our beautiful image
really bothered me.
On Monday, USD marketing
filmed one of my classes for a
video encouraging donors to give
bigger contributions. The specific
purpose was to raise money for
student scholarships.
Raising
money for students instead of

another building or pavilion is a
great cause and a great reason for
the video. It was the way the film
ing was done that irked me.
Instead of filming our wellworn room in Serra 211, our class
was moved to the Manchester
Conference Center. This was the
result of a scheduling conflict, but
seemed counter-productive and
misleading. Why not reschedule
in a classroom similar to the one
in which we normally spend time?
If you want to convince people
our school needs donations, what
better way to do it then show them
the actual classrooms in which we
learn? Besides, it wasn't like our
class was in Camino or anything.
I suppose the slow malfunc
tioning projector, chalk boards
and motorcycle engines wouldn't
be great a great way to enhance

our good-looking image, but why
pretend we learn in a place with
cushioned chairs and roomy tables
when we don't? Instead of film
ing us in Manchester Conference
Center with lights and cameras,
have donors take a walk through
our classrooms as we learn. Give
them the real, gritty experience
that is Serra Hall in 85 degree
weather.
Sweaty students aren't very
photogenic either so moving us
to a classroom that actually has
air conditioning was probably for
the best. Temperature problems,
consistent equipment failure and
not being able to see the board
because of the glare were other
factors that would be best left unfilmed as well. Donors would also
be more motivated to give money
once they see the beauty of our

liberal arts environment.
The marketing team also
gave us suggestions on what to
wear. They said they wanted the
students to look natural, but wear
colors that were camera-friendly
(not white). In the interest of
self-promotion I understand not
being allowed to wear anything
mentioning a non-USD educa
tional institution. They were also
conscious of the fact that someone
might forget and, not to worry,
they could be seated toward the
back, out of camera range. Maybe
white is my favorite color, and
in a "normal" classroom setting
my clothing shouldn't determine
whether or not I'm relegated to the
front or back of the room. Props to
my fellow classmate who wore the
"Women Rock" shirt and sat in the
front row.

Our classroom was picked be
cause Esteban del Rio is an awe
some professor and keeps his class
engaged. But it was convenient
that our class also maintained
the illusory standard of "diver
sity" that USD likes to advertise;
African-American, Asian, White,
Phillipino and disabled are all part
of our classroom dynamic. This
eclectic mix of ethnicity is not
really representative of the USD
campus, but was a very lucky co
incidence for the marketing team.
But don't worry. In the inter
est of getting a good seat, I'm sure
our class looked gorgeous and
because of the contract in which
we signed away all rights to our
images, our faces will continue to
pop up on all sorts of promotional
ads in the future to further USD's
pristine, multi-cultural image.

Fewer computers, lounge atmosphere in Serra Attention
Lab offers richer learning space worthty of national university

44

Many students rely on the
computer lab for printing,
especially during midterms
and finals. This could be a big
problem, with a lot of students
with a slew of papers to print
competing for a limited
number of computers. Luckily,
this is not yet the case. }}

AARON LEVINE

STAFF WRITER

The new computer lab in
Serra Hall is pretty different from
the old one. It has been upgraded
with new Apple computers and

plenty of lounge space. It is
definitely an appealing place
for students to come and study.
There is plenty of open space,
comfortable seats and spacious
desks. But, there is one problem:
fewer computers.

Fewer computers means
fewer students are able to work
or print papers before class.
Many students rely on the com
puter lab for printing, especially
during midterms and finals. This
could be a big problem, with a lot
of students with a slew of papers
to print competing for a limited
number of computers. Luckily,
this is not yet the case. So far,
every time that 1 have used the
new lab I have not encountered
any problems; it is definitely an
upgrade.
Still, are the new Apple
computers necessary? No, not
likely. What about the lounge
chairs? Probably not. But, they
sure make things a lot cooler. As
far as I am concerned, it is about
time that our school start spend
ing money on improving student
amenities. It is the same story
with the new Student Life Pa
vilion, another huge success. We
pay a lot of money to go to a pres
tigious university. I am glad that
our administration has decided to

provide us some proper amenities
and entertainment.
Some people might argue
that the computer lab should
have a more serious atmosphere
and that the lounge chairs are
counterproductive to creating an
academic environment. But be
honest, if you are in the com
puter lab and you are not doing
anything productive, then you are
already wasting your time; just
because you might be lounging
in a comfortable chair does not
mean you cannot also be working
hard.
I really appreciate what
our university is trying to do to
make this campus a more invit
ing place for students to work, to
lounge or just to hang out when
not in class. It is not necessarily
a bad thing for the computer lab
to have a welcoming atmosphere
for students; it should be that
way. Students need to be sure to
show their appreciation for this
new, and certainly improved,
computer lab.

Writers!
Are you interested in jour
nalism? Do you have an
opinion about what is hap
pening around the country,
the state, the city or the
campus? Are you unhappy
or want a wrong righted?
If so, consider writing for
The Vista Opinion Sec
tion.
Come to the weekly
Vista Writers Meeting
Tuesday at 12:30 p.m.
in SLP 403 B or
contact Ryan Mulvey
rmulvey@usdvista.com

The views expressed in the Opinion Section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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Obama recevies Nobel Peace Prize, but doesn't deserve it
BRENT TUTTLE
GUEST WRITFR

Usually my Friday morning
consists of surprise text messages
pertaining to either pregnancy
scares or ludicrous behavior from
the previous night. Last Friday
started like any other. 1 awoke at
around 10 a.m. feeling very hazy
and reluctant about how 1 arrived
in my bed. Naturally, my first in
stinct was to log onto the internet
and see whether there was any
photographic evidence or bank
transactions that would help me
piece together the gist of Thursday
night's escapades.
Lucky for me, I escaped the
night with my reputation unscathed
and no real damage done to my
bank account; it was a successful
night. Having finished
damage
control, 1 logged onto my favor
ite news site, the Drudge Report,
to see what was going on in the
world. While there, I found change
I could not believe in: President
Obama had just been awarded the
2009 Nobel Peace Prize.
I thought we were finally
beginning to get past the days of
Obama and his popularity trounc
ing global affairs. Why is this?
The latest example supporting
this claim was the decision to hold
the 2016 Olympics in Brazil. The
Olympic committee completely
disregarded President Obama's
very public plea for the Games
to be held in Chicago. This was a
landmark for the global commu
nity, the first time that Obama and
his goon squad of speech writers
failed to sway the international
community. This new trend, of
course, came to a screeching halt
when the Nobel Peace Prize winner
was announced.
What initially peeved me
about this situation was that Obama
won the Nobel Peace Prize for the
same reasons he was elected the
President of the United States; a

lame duck resume spruced up with
a little bit of Ivy League elitist
jargon that had no real substance
nor any record of significant ac
complishments. As I read deeper
into the story, though, I became
even more repulsed by the current
state of affairs. Barack Obama was
only President for twelve days
when the deadline for application
for the Prize was due; none of
Obama's hope or change on which
he campaigned so vigorously had
even been executed and were little
more than twinkles in his eyes.
So, with this newly found
knowledge, I decided to do some
research as to what one could pos
sibly do in twelve days in order
to beat out 204 other candidates
who had an entire life's worth of
activities to list on their resumes.
On Obama's first day as Presi
dent, he did what comes naturally
to him and spent large amounts
of tax payer money on his lavish
inauguration while millions of his
fellow citizens sat in their soon to
be foreclosed homes.
Over the next couple of days
his activities were anything but
Nobel-worthy; he threw more par
ties with tax payer money and met
with fellow D.C. fat cats. He even
expressed a desire to close down
our infamous detention center at
Guantanamo Bay, which would
have been a good move if he had
any sort of a plan to deal with the
current inmates. If presidents could
have Keystone Light Unsmooth
Moments, Obama's actions would
certainly win him an award.
The remainder of Obama's
twelve day path to the Nobel Peace
Prize consisted of meet-and-greets
with the corporate puppets and
crooks that make up our govern
ment, appointments of failures
of men to rescue our country's
finances and flooding our ears with
even more promised change with
little result.
For the sake of our nation we

L0RASF0RZA/THE VISTA
can only hope that Obama turns
his well-spoken words into action
very soon. Whether you're for
or against President Obama, it's
hard to disagree with the fact that
he has yet to deliver the hope and
change which he promised. The
gay community marches on an
grily without their basic freedoms
and human rights, an issue that
needs to and should be resolved

immediately. Our country's na
tional deficit continues to soar
beyond record levels, while the
dollar rapidly withers away both
at home and abroad. Most laid off
workers have yet to be put back to
work with Congress' stimulus plan
and there is no clear indicator that
any of these economic problems
will be resolved in the near future.
Guantanamo Bay is still up and

running, supplying our nations'
fiercest enemies with top notch
health care while a war rages on in
Washington D.C. regarding basic
health care for our own citizens.
Now, from what I understand
about prizes, awards and trophies,
it is usually the case that one re
ceives such honors after having
accomplished something. Am I
missing something here?
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The Vista is thrilled to have
discovered an ancient fragment
of Plato's writing, describing
Socrates' intrepid visit to the
USD Office of Admissions. He
sought, under direction of the
Delphic Apollo, wisdom of the
Good. But, he was also inter
ested in the academic programs
offered at that shining beacon
on the hill.
O friend admissions of
ficer, tell me, I ask you now,
what might be my major should
I enroll in your Academy?
Socrates, I will tell you the
plain truth. You may major in
any one of the many subjects
listed here in this pamphlet.
I'm sure it is true that
there exists such a list that you
describe in the pamphlet now
before us. But, surely, there
are some majors that exist that
ought not, and others which
exist not and ought to.
Why, kind fellow, 1 do not

follow your line of argument.
It appears so. But, let me
speak more plainly and go about
this in a more straightforward
manner. We agree that majors
exist, and therefore are real ob
jects, insofar as abstractions of
the mind are real. Do you agree?
Yes
It is just as you say; we agree.
But, what is the nature of a major?
What is its very purpose?
I must admit, Socrates, that
I can only think of a major as a
specialization of sorts, though
not prohibitively so, that directs
scholarly pursuit in a well defined
field of knowledge. In this way,
chemistry, or the qualitative anal
ysis of the elements, is distinct
from physics, the mathematical
laws by which nature operates;
astronomy, the movement of the
heavens, is distinct from politics,
the interaction of men in the citystate.
Let me understand you prop
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erly. You mean to say that a major
is a field of study, specific enough
to distinguish its subject from
that of another major, but not so
specific as to lose its educative
value, for to do so would mean
losing sight of the purpose of a
liberal arts education, in which
man seeks an holistic understand
ing of the cosmos.
Yes, surely that is what I
intended when I spoke those
words.
And so, tell me, what of the
students here who wish to pursue
majors that do not exist? 1 un
derstand there to be at least two
such groups? One group seeks
to master the language of the
Northern barbarians, who call
their tongue "German." Another
wishes to pursue "gender stud
ies." Is this not the case?
By all means, it is so, So
crates.
Well, let me tell you this.
Have we not admitted that some

majors which do exist ought not?
And, that others which do not
exist ought to exist? Here we find
two occasions of such a proposi
tion. "German" is a major which
ought to exist for it is a broad field
which encompasses the study of
not only a language, but, in es
sence, an entire people. "Gender
studies," it might be argued is
excessively focused and can be
equally pursued in any number of
already existing fields. To grant
one major, which ought not exist,
existence, while denying such to
that which should exist, is unjust.
Yes, I see your point. But,
shouldn't any student be allowed
to pursue the field of study which
she wishes to pursue?
Perhaps this is the case; let
us assume so. We are already in
agreement that it is unjust to give
existence to one major and not
to another one which has equal
grounds to claim a fight to exis
tence. It would seem, then, that

one should be allowed to create
a major of his own liking.
Indeed, Socrates; such
is the case at NYU and many
other fine institutions that seek
knowledge.
Consider this, though: if
each should be free to design
a program of study to her own
liking, we would find ourselves
in contradiction with our first
conclusion that a major has
a purpose to define one field
of study from another. What
good, then, is a major at all?
This I cannot answer, So
crates. I pray you tell me.
Friend, the answer lies in
seeking a well-rounded edu
cation which instructs men in
the art of learning without the
inherently restrictive nature of
the major. Many institutions,
such as St. John's and Thomas
Aquinas have mastered such
programs. We would do well to
contemplate on their success.
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Welcome back, USD!
zpizza is the home of artisan pizzas,
salads, sandwiches and pastas serving
the USD community at our restaurant
just down the hill and delivery all day

'

October USD
Specials
NO delivery fees to campus
(minimum order $15)
FREE small salad w/XL pizza
$6.95 LUNCH inc. bev. (11-3)
pizza, salad, pasta and sandwich
specials (dine-in only)

Now serving
gluten-free,
boneless chicken
wings
New menu items:

•VEGAN zpizza now available
Expanded GLUTEN-FREE (GF) menu
•GF BONELESS CHICKEN WINGS

zpizza Linda Vista/USD
Located in The Village at Morena Vista

5175 Linda Vista Road
San Diego, CA92110

(619) 272-0022

CATERING starts at $5/person
All day Monday:
Buy one gluten-free zpizza
and get the second for $5
All day Tuesday:
Buy one Large or XL zpizza
and get the second for $5
zpizza will DONATE 20%
of all revenue for
USD fundraising events
held at zpizza

Online ordering at www.zpizza.com
Sunday - Thursday: 11-9
Friday/Saturday: 11-10

education in 12-18 months.
With more than 36 credential and master's degree
opportunities, we're confident we have a program for you.

APU offers:
• Convenient classes at 8 Southern California locations and online.
• NCATE-accredited programs recognized by all 50 states and
internationally.
• A degree-completion program in human development (HDEV)
designed for future teachers.

Classes start year-round. Contact us today!

Delivery available all day

(877)210-8841
Click

zpizza caters and fundraises for
USD student organizations
Check out great deals at
twitter.com/zpizza_sd3

Email

www.apu.edu/explore/education
murrieta@apu.edu

PACIFIC
U N I V E R S I T Y

AZUSA | HIGH DESERT | INLAND EMPIRE | LOS ANGELES | MURRIETA
ORANGE COUNTY

I SAN DIEGO

I

VENTURA I ONLINE

Thank You!
The Social Issues Committee and the sponsors of the
20th Annual Social Issues Conference would like to
thank the over 500 students who attended, volunteered,
and participated.
For more information about how to get involved with
peace and justice programming, please visit the Center
for Awareness Service & Action's website:
www.sandiego.edu/csl.

Ditch
the parking headache.
Buy a SDSU Student Semester Pass & score unlimited
rides on the Bus ami Trolley all semester long.
On sale at the UC Sox Office
September 1 - October 15,2009

$154

Valid August 26 - December 31,2009
f indudes a $15 USD subsidy)
Limit one pass per student. Student ID required for purchase.
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leing a college student puts you steps away from enter
ing the real world; a world in which companies may exploit work
ers, CEOs appear to foster discrimination in the workplace and
prominent community leaders use their status and wealth to influ
ence legislation in the arena of cultural politics. As a member of
the USD community, some of these issues are already surround
ing you.
Coca-Cola has our fridges stocked with sodas and Dasani

water. Campus organizations order American Apparel shirts by
the hundreds. There may even be a Russell Athletic brand hoodie
in your closet that you bought from the school before it halted its
contract with the company. It's inevitable that we face some of
these companies every day.
Communication professor Dr. Esteban del Rio says, "Most
students don't notice the intrusion of a corporatist logic on campus
because they take it for granted, if not perfectly natural." Informing
yourself about the issues that affect you everyday will allow you to
make conscious decisions about who and what you stand for not
only during your college years, but also well into adulthood.

oca-t ola

J.

MAGGIE KLOS/THE VISTA

On Oct. 8, 2008, Russell Ath
letic Corporation closed one of
its factories in Honduras, putting
more than 1,800 people out of
work and eliminating one of the
only clothing factories with an
independent union. As of March
2009, the company claimed that
it closed this and eight other non
union facilities due to the global
recession.
Russell Executive VP Gary
Barfield said, "For a number of
months Russell Athletic kept silent
as we worked with the Fair Labor
Association and several Hondu-

In 2001, the Colombian union group SINALTRAINAL filed a $500 mil
lion lawsuit in Miami federal court dgainst the Coca-Cola Company and
two of its bottlers in Colombia. SINALTRAINAL claimed that paramilitaries
backed by the company threatened and killed union workers. The lawsuit
stems from an incident in the '90s that resulted in the death of five SIN
ALTRAINAL workers from the Carepa bottling plant, one of whom was a
union president.
PBS Frontline reported in 2005 that the union workers were forced
away by armed groups and the plant had come under new management,
but was still owned by Miami businessman Richard Kerby. In March 2003,
Coca-Cola got its name removed from the lawsuit and cleared itself of
responsibility for the bottlers in Colombia. However, the International La
bor Office still conducted investigations on the plant regarding working
conditions and labor relations. Members of the United Students Against
Sweatshops—an organization that fights for worker's rights—are focused
on Coca-Cola's alleged involvement with union workers' deaths and four
colleges have succeeded in eliminating all of the company's products from
their school. Sophomore Hannah Emory does not feel like this is neces
sary. "I will continue using Coca-Cola products because I feel like there's
no hard evidence against what they've done and I like what they sell," she
said. No lawsuits currently stand against Coca-Cola regarding this issue.

ran social service groups to help
our displaced employees."
However the United Students
Against Sweatshops organization
is still calling all college campuses
to boycott the company. Accord
ing to the blog "Rein in Russell,"
as of July 30 of this year, 95 cam
puses across the U.S. and six
others have cut all ties with the
company.
As of April 23, 2009, the Uni
versity of San Diego suspended
their contract with Russell Ath
letic, but did not terminate it com
pletely. USD Bookstore Director
Kathy Missed says, "The universi
ty and bookstore first put Russell
on probation along with the FLA
findings that Russell would work

out the specific issues outlined
in the FLA initial findings. Hav
ing not met the specific timeline
we suspended our dealings with
Russell. This decision was based
on our code of conduct in deal
ing with vendors and manufactur
ers and the University's Mission
statement."
On June 29, 2009, the Fair La
bor Association issued a 90-day
period to Russell Corporation to
meet a "detailed remediation plan
that defines the timelines and de
liverables [it] will be required to
meet in order to be removed from
special review status." An an
nouncement on this issue should
be released in the next couple of
weeks.

COURTESY TRIPHOW.COM

Doug Manchester is a prominent donor at the Uni
versity of San Diego. Among his charitable donations
are the Manchester Executive Conference Center, Man
chester Child Development Center, Manchester Village
and Athletic Fields and nursing scholarships. He is the
Chairman of Manchester Financial Group, owns two of
the largest hotels in the U.S. and has been awarded
several awards including the Young Presidents Organi
zation Man of the Year Award as well as the San Di
ego Chamber of Commerce Man of the Year. During the
2008 dispute over Proposition 8, Manchester donated
$125,000 towards getting signatures to ban same-sex
marriage. He told the NY Times that the charitable do
nation reflected his "Catholic faith and longtime affilia
tion with the Catholic Church." In response, supporters
of gay marriage rallied together in downtown San Diego
to boycott his hotel.
Manchester's actions resonate heavily with many
students. Junior Georgina Santos says, "As an inde
pendent Catholic university, questions arise as to who
ultimately directs the mission of USD or develops the
philosophies behind policies on campus. The student
body should pay attention to local news and politics in
San Diego and draw connections to how it affects life
here on campus. Thfe USD community is not isolated,
and it's important to remember that."

FOREVER 21
MAGGIE KLOS/ THE VISTA

Over the last three years, retail chain Forever 21 has faced over 50
allegations of copycatting its designs. After two years of dragging on, the
most recent case with Trovata clothing company ended Oct. 9. Trovata
accused the retailer of copying several designs. New York Magazine ex
plains that the case would be a determination of whether or not "Forever
21 's combined use of certain design elements like button spacing and
round zipper pulls were, in the mind of customers, unique to the Trovata
brand." The second trial was scheduled for Oct. 13, but was cancelled
when Trovata and Forever 21 reached agreements and dismissed the
case.
Forever 21 was founded in Los Angeles in 1984 and, as of 1998,
averages 90 new stores per year, with a count of over 355 locations in
2005. Since the Trovata case was just dismissed from courtroom hear
ings, no lawsuit against Forever 21 has ever materialized. Many of the
styles seen on the racks of the fast-growing retail store can be seen on
much of the female population at USD.
Senior Amy Olsheskie responded, "It does seem unfair that other
companies do all the work and just because Forever 21 is a big compa
ny, they make all the profit and get away with copying." However, Olsh
eskie adds that it is not likely these allegations will hinder her decision
to shop there.

••

Since the company's founding
in 2003, American Apparel founder
and CEO Dov Charney has found
himself in several lawsuits. In 2005,
three women filed sexual harass
ment lawsuits against Charney. The
claims from all three women were
that their boss made inappropri
ate comments and gestures in the
workplace, creating a hostile work
environment. One of these former
employees, Mary Nelson, was fired
when she complained about Charney's behaviors.
There are several behaviors
Charney admits to practicing in the
workplace that could be deemed in
appropriate. He refers to women as
"sluts" while in the workplace and
even said it could be an endearing
term that you call your lover. He
walks around in his American Ap
parel underwear while on the job,
partly to get employees excited
about a product.
Charney has a history of dating
employees and promoting an envi

ronment where people feel free to
express themselves- even if this
means having consensual sex in
a supply closet during a break, so
long as no one witnesses it. He has
also donned other new products
in company meetings that barely
cover his genitals. A reporter for
Jane magazine reported that Char
ney even masturbated in front of
her while she was interviewing him
in 2004. An American Apparel em
ployee handbook provided to em
ployees warns them that they "will
come into contact with sexually
charged language and visual im
ages. This is a part of the job...and
is not deemed to be harassment by
American Apparel."
Nelson's credibility diminished
when the courts discovered she
lied about having to take a low-pay
ing job after being fired. She and
her lawyer were fined $7,500 for
their involvement in the scheme.
Regardless, many other employ
ees gave commentary to MSNBC's

Dateline about Charney's behavior
and Charney himself even admits
to most of it. Is the CEO providing
a creative, free work environment
or is he crossing the boundaries of
sexual harassment?
On any given day, American
Apparel threads can be found on
USD students' bodies. Whether it
be through a club T-shirt or a clas
sic V-neck, the brand is popular for
its comfrotable and affordable ba
sics. Not all students agree with the
practices of its CEO. "American Ap
parel emerged as this great ethical
company," junior Liz Smith said.
"It's so disappointing to hear about
their labor and sexual harassment
issues. Oddly enough, I person
ally find the company's advertising
to be much more repulsive than
some of the stories about Dov and
agreements to 'work in a sexually
charged environment.' The adver
tisements reinforce many societal
notions about sex and sexuality
that I don't agree with."

MAGGIE KLOS/THE VISTA

American Apparel CEO Dov Charney
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Happily
convinced Alice in Chains: Kings of grunge

Arts & Culture Editor: Ryan Coghill
rcoghill@usdvista.com

Theband releases new album along with the debut of new singer, William Duvall
BRENT TUTTLE
GI1FST WRITER

RYAN COGHILL
A&C FDITOR
Having never even heard
of the band Patrick Watson,
1 truthfully had no interest in
going to see them perform. My
friends from back home called
me up the previous week to let
me know they would be in the
San Diego area for a must see
show. So naturally, I YouTubed
the dudes.
As 1 am a pretty impatient
person when it comes to watch
ing bad quality videos, I quickly
came to the conclusion that Pat
rick Watson was just some guy
playing the piano with a few
other band members to back him
up. I wasn't even going to attend
the show since money doesn't
grow on trees, especially when
I've never listened to the band.
My friends showed up at
my house, had a few drinks and
then took off to UCSD. They left
and I started thinking of what I
could possibly do on a Thursday
night.
Then I got a call from my
friend Jack. He told me he just
had a beer with Patrick and that
if I did not come to the show
I would be bummed because
Patrick is a super cool dude. Suprisingly, this was convincing
enough to grab my roomate and
jet up to The Loft.
I watched the show and
by the first three songs I was
already in love. I felt like I was
seeing a low-budget film being
made before my eyes. I turned
to my roomate with a smile of
satisfation, knowing this was
the best show we had seen in
a long time. Honestly, it was
the best show I have seen since
Coldplay. The funny thing is
one of my girl-friends told me
that over the summer she played
some Patrick Watson for me and
I was convinced Jeff Buckley
came back to life and replaced
Chris Martin.
After the show I knew I had
, to have a few words with Pat
rick and the band. I walked up
to Simon Angell, the guitarist,
congratulating him on the preformance. 1 told him I was the
A&C editor and he immediately
invited me to have a cigarette
and chat outside. He called
over Patrick and we just talked
mainly about our love of the
small intimate show and their
plans for the future.
Aside from my starstruck
girlfriends who wouldn't leave
Patrick alone commenting over
and over, "This is not real,"
while Patrick assured her it truly
was, we had an overall good
conversation. It is always awe
some to hang out with a band
and hear their perspectives on
music. After six or so cigarettes
I went home assured that I had
found a new favorite band.

Unfortunately for most of us
reading this article .Alice in Chains
reached their peak of exuberance,
creativity and popularity while we
were still reading the notes our
mother's packed in our lunches.
From 1986 until 1996 Alice in
Chains held the title as the reign
ing kings of grunge rock. Known
for their edgy style and dark lyrics,
the band was one of many power
house rock bands to sprout from
the Seattle area. During their time
as rock gods the band muscled
out four studio albums, two live
albums, three EPs, four compila
tions and two DVDs. As the wave
of fame, money and the hectic
rock star lifestyle continued to
swell up, the barriers which held
the band together slowly began to
crumble.
In 1996, with a cauldron of
problems brewing throughout the
whole group, Alice in Chains went
off the radar. The band never of
ficially broke up, however their
AWOL status left fans with the
impression that the sultans of Se
attle might not be coming back
from this bender. Most people
knew the reasoning behind this
reclusive behavior stemmed back
to drug abuse. This was most ap
parent in lead singer Layne Staley,
who barricaded himself inside of
his Seattle apartment for weeks at
a time, living in severe depression
as a result of his fiance passing
away. Finally in 2002, after years
of battling substance abuse, Staley
was found dead of an overdose in
his apartment.
With the front man of a serious

COURTESY ANTIQUIET.COM
Left Center: Alice in Chains jams with their new singer William DuVall

1990's movement six feet under,
Alice in Chains knew that any
form of a replacement singer or a
comeback would have to be iconic
in all aspects. Upon the release of
"Black Gives Way To Blue," the
band's first studio album in 14
years, Alice in Chains seems to
have birthed the legend that once
lived. Production of the album,
which initially was announced
in the summer of 2008, began
the following October in Dave
Grohl's Los Angeles studio under
the supervision of legendary rock/
metal producer Nick Raskulinecz.
Replacement
singer
and
rhythm-guitarist William DuVall,
is an excellent addition to an all
star team. His vocals are indistin
guishable from Staley's, giving

a fresh flame to the heavy metal
torch which looks to illuminate
the rock world once again. The
joint vocals of lead guitarist Jerry
Cantrell along with the band's
newest member, DuVall, gives the
listener a small taste of history, but
also a neoteric sense of direction
as well.
As for the musical content of
the album, Alice in Chains deliv
ers another production of heavy al
ternative excellence. The melodic
acoustic riffs and vocals combined
with the dark, distorted and edgy
aspects of Alice in Chain's musi
cal style continue to define them
as true innovators of music. Their
continual fluid combination of
sound, style and genres indicates
that the machine stayed well oiled

during its down time.
"Black Gives Way To Blue"
aims to put Alice In Chains back
in the present tense. The album
should have no problem taking the
band from the history books and
placing them back onto the charts.
With a healthy roster and a new
studio album out, the stars seem to
be aligning for a comeback of epic
proportions. The record carries a
distinct taste of the 1990's Alice
in Chains we all grew to love, but
also offers some new variations
which fans both old and new can
appreciate. Cantrell and company
have returned to the forum in full
force, producing yet another hit
album to compliment their already
populated resume of accomplish
ments.

Patrick Watson gives a penetrating preformance
Less is always more
RYAN COGHILL
A&C FDITOR

Finding a band that prefers the
small show opposed to the large
crowd is always rewarding. The
performance becomes a moment
of intimacy with musicians whom
you have never spoken to in your
life. Unless you are the two girls
in the front row who have been
waiting for Patrick Watson to tour
the west coast for the last four
years. If you happen to fall into
this classification of deep-seated
followers, you feel as if you are
finally being made love to by your
longtime partner for the first time.
This was undoubtedly the
experience an audience of around
40 people received last Thursday
night, Oct. 15th at The Loft, a
small coffee house located on
UC San Diego's campus. Begin
ning at the front of the stage were
three rows of pillows for audience
members to sit cross-legged in
a meditative state of being. The
fourth row consisted of cushioned
footstools and behind were five or

so coffee tables with chairs. Off to
the side of the stage were six com
fortable couches.
Along with this appropriate
environment, the musical genius
of Patrick Watson incorporates a
style of rock sounds rooting deep
with a classical-jazz edge and de
fining what it means to be original
independent rock musicians. The
music is experimental in the way
in which it pushes the borders of
psychedelic sounds yet still always
stays within a consistent body of
melody.
On this particular night, in
a pitch black room with a light
pointed on each band member to
create a personal portrait, guitar
ist Simon Angell began the show
by playing his electric guitar with
a violin bow, with long delayed
notes, while Watson sung beauti
fully in a Jeff Buckley style of
pitch, holding a delay pedal in his
hand. Robbie Kuster slowly tapped
his drum into this collaboration of
delay and finally hit hard with a
guitar riff along with a heavy bassline from Mishka Stein.
Watson and Angell have
being hanging around each other

since they were about six years
old in their hometown of Hudson,
Quebec. This explains the strong
chemistry between the two and the
balance that exists between the two
composers. Watson's structured
melodies become tweaked by the
influence of Angell's experimental
nature.
While studying music at
Vanier College, Watson met Stein
and Kustner. Watson had the two
play with him a few times on a solo
project he was working towards.
Eventually they played a few live
shows and Patrick Watson evolved
into a full force band.
Patrick Watson has now been
playing together for the past 10
years. Their first album "Just An
other Ordinary Day" was released
in 2003. They began by playing
shows in Quebec and later all over
Canada. Watson believed it would
be "easier" to "tackle" the Europe
an audience so the band made the
decision to make the trip overseas.
The band immediately gained rec
ognition and has a huge fan-base
in Europe. They are only just now
beginning to become known in the
U.S.

Still the facts remain. Watson
and fellow band members would
rather play a small show any day
of the week opposed to a crowded
festival. They enjoy the interac
tion with the crowd just as much
as the trance-induced fans. During
one of the last songs, Watson stood
in the midde of the room, singing
acapella while Angell strapped
on his acoustic guitar and walked
circles around the audience mem
bers, stepping over their feet and
strumming in their faces. Finally,
Watson motioned his hands for
the audience to sing the last verse
of the song. The coffee house
was truly a choir at this moment,
something that is all too familiar
to Patrick Watson as all four mem
bers of the band were invovled in
choirs all their lives.
Watson admits that he is plan
ning on taking some time off after
this next tour, for a year at least.
He believes it will be good for the
music and a break is needed. He
doesn't want to force anything
right now. However Angeil was
quick to state the break will not be
drawn out that long. Angell simply
said, "I'll be out of a job."
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Models in fashion taki

Having a
vision

VICTORIA FANTOZZI
STAFF WRITFR

It's September. The new Fall
Fashion issue of Vogue just ar
rived. Eager to stay in the know,
you scan the pages to prep your
wardrobe. Trends this season? Big
shouldered jackets, studded ankle
booties, bones jutting out from
your hips and back...wait, what?
What if eating disorders were mar
keted as a trend, much like those
shoes and handbags you lust after
in the fashion magazines? What if
the cutthroat, obsessive and con
trolling mindset of fashion models
and pin thin celebrities crossed
over into the real world?
"What if' has unfortunately
become the reality in recent years.
Fashion models and celebrities
have embarked on a race to shed
the pounds and shock fans with
their dangerously low weights,
taking the diet craze to the point
of glamour. But while Lindsay
Lohan and Nicole Richie con
tinue to shrink in size on a daily
basis, some fashion insiders have
decided enough is enough and it's
time for a backlash.
Tyra Banks was one of the first
celebrities to speak out against the
pin-thin craze, using her talk show
to flaunt
her healthy physique
(which many tabloids deemed
"overweight") in a swimsuit and
proudly announcing her weight
to her audience back in 2007. She
was quickly followed by worldrenowned fashion model Coco
Rocha in 2008 who spoke up at
the CFDA Model Health Discus
sion along with designers Michael
Kors and Diane von Furstenberg
regarding the shockingly low
weights of models in the fashion
industry.
On the eating-disorder trend,
Rocha commented, "They [fash
ion agencies] said, 'you need to
lose more weight- the look this

JUSTINE MARZONI
ASSISTANT AftC FDITOR

COURTESY CARLYNE CERF DE DUDZEELE
Left: Filippa Hamilton was fired for being overweight.
Right: Tyra Banks advocates a healthy modeling lifestyle.

year is anorexia, and although we
don't want you to be anorexic, we
want you to look it." The model
and designers aimed to shed light
on the pressure to stay thin in the
fashion industry and encourage
agencies to work with nutritionists
to make a step in the healthy direc
tion for their models.
Most recently, Glamour maga
zine announced on Sept. 30 that
they plan to feature a greater range
of body types in their magazine,
including plus size, to promote a
healthier and more realistic body
image to teen readers. They are
careful to say they don't advo
cate obesity, but realize that the
human race comes in a vast array
of shapes and sizes. According to
glamour.com, "In real life, women
of all shapes and sizes have crazy

sex appeal and killer confidence.
Why should our own pages look
any different?"
Though many are willing to
speak out against the skinny fad,
there are certainly those who
like things just the way they are.
Fashion designer Karl Lagerfeld,
for instance, recently stated, "Fat
mummies sit there in front of the
television with their chip packets
and say skinny models are ugly."
Fashion is about "dreams and il
lusions," and "no one wants to see
curvy women," in that world (the
New Zealand Herald). His com
ments come right on the heels of
23-year-old Ralph Lauren model
Filippa Hamilton being fired for
being overweight (she is 5'10"
and 120 lbs).
The rigid fashion industry may

Onscreen interpetation does the book justice
Spike Jonze portrays a wild childhood
JUSTINE MARZONI
ASSISTANT AftC FDITOR

I, along with many other
moviegoers, am jaded when it
comes to my expectations for
films based on books. I have been
disappointed too many times and
have seen many of my favorite
books butchered in their re-contextualized state. However, after
seeing the newly released film
"Where the Wild Things Are," I
feel as though part of my hope has
been restored.
The much beloved children's
picture book "Where the Wild
Things Are," written by Maurice
Sendak, has been a classic for de
cades. It tells the story of a little
boy, Max, who is out of control.
After making mischief, his mother
sends him to bed without dinner.
Max is so upset and angry at his
mother that he travels far, far away
to a world where he can be as wild
as he wants. In this new land Max
meets a group of "wild things"
and becomes their king. Although
Max thinks his new life is perfect,
he soon becomes homesick and
decides to leave his wild friends to
return home to his mother.
Sendak's book was turned
into a screen play by Spike Jonze
and Dave Eggers. Because the
original story has very few words,

Jonze and Eggers took much lib
erty in writing dialogue and giving
names to many of the characters.
However, they were loyal to the
whimsy and unique imagination
that the original storybook has.
Also, the cinematography and
computer generated effects in the
film supported the environment of
the fictional world Sendak created
in his book.
The main character Max was
played by 12-year-old Max Re
cords. Perhaps it is because his
name is Max, or because he grew
up reading the book "Where the
Wild Things Are," that Records
was the perfect choice for the roll
of this wild child. Not only was
Records out of control like the Max
in the book, but he also had a very
deep and emotional side. Records'
portrayal of Max as a lonely and
emotional boy made his character
multidimensional and helped the
audience to understand the origins
of his animal-like outbursts. Even
though Records is a young actor,
he delivers a strong and moving
performance in this film.
The "wild things" who were
big creatures created by the people
who brought us the Muppets, Jim
Henson's Creature Shop, were
played by the voices of some very
accomplished actors including

James Gandolfini (Carol), Cath
erine O'Hara (Judith) and Forest
Whittaker (Ira). The personifica
tion of these creatures was a very
important and well done develop
ment of the original story.
Max encounters the family
of wild things in a moment of
disagreement, and throuhgout the
film he tries his hardest to pull
them back together and reinstate
their happiness as a family. Max
succeeds and fails in his role as
king and in some cases does more
harm than good. However, in the
end, Max teaches the wild things
to overcome their differences and
forgive each other's mistakes.
Overall this film was a won
derful onscreen interpretation.
Jonze truly captured the heart
and creativity of the original chil
dren's book. Instead of changing
the story into something else to
make it his own, he expanded the
original into something new with
out losing or compromising the
imagination of Sendak. With an
awesome soundtrack co-written
by the Yeah Yeah Yeah's Karen O,
and with the monsters created by
the Jim Henson Creature Shop, the
film is enjoyable in every way. It
will make you laugh, bring out the
wild thing in you, and even per
haps bring a tear to your eye.

It has been a little over a week
since my 21st birthday. Strangely
enough I actually feel a lot older
now. Not only can I legally enjoy
an alcoholic beverage, but I really
do feel the burden of adulthood
just a little more than I did before.
It's always around this time
of year that I have deep existential
never break down its barriers and inner dialogues and often-emo
allow a new class of models in tional breakdowns about where I
completely, but at least change am going with my life and what
of some sort is on the horizon. my future will bring. Last year
The fact that people are shedding right before my birthday I was a
light on the issue can hopefully be bridesmaid in a wedding. On a
enough to help people to not fall particularly stressful and gloomy
victim to eating disorders. Besides, afternoon, I found myself crying in
fashion is about the clothes, right? David's Bridal. My fit of tears was
It is a testament to a truly great triggered when Enrique Igiesias'
designer to be able to make their song "I Can Be Your Hero" started
garment look impeccable on a playing and I had a suffocating
girl of any size, large or small. feeling that I would die alone. This
Maybe the dreams and illusions may seem a little extreme, but it is
of the fashion industry can survive a true story.
through the clothes themselves,
The college years are a very
and not through the bodies of stressful time. There is so much
the models that wear them. If the pressure on what to look like,
dreams are dying, then it's up to who to date, where to live, what
or what not to do/ and who you
the designers to improve and find
a way to reinvigorate our love for should become in the future. Be
cause the decisions and influences
fashion through the clothing.
are endless, sometimes it is hard to
even figure out what you want and
how you fit into this crazy world.
This is where vision boards come
into play.
If you have ever heard of
KELSY PERRY
vision boards, please don't get this
fillFST WRITFR
confused with the rhetoric of crazy
Sufjan Stevens' newest install self-help books like "The Secret."
Vision boards are created to
ment on the Asthmatic Kitty label,
"The BQE," is a far cry from Ste utilize the law of attraction, which
vens' singer-songwriter albums is a simple and logical principle
of the past. "The BQE" is not as that says that the things you think
folksy as "Michigan." The region of and are concerned about are
al history of the Brooklyn-Queens drawn to you. So, instead of fo
Expressway in New York is dif cusing on negative things, try to
ferent, of course, from that of the imagine yourself in positive posi
wolverine state where Stevens was tions and those things you want
born. The sense of familiarity does will be drawn to you.
All you have to do to make a
increase throughout the entirety of
the album, yet the Sufjan-tinged vision board is to cut out pictures
orchestral sound keeps "The BQE" from magazines, draw or simply
just distanced enough from previ write down what you want for
ous work to keep long-time fans yourself in the near or far off future
and stick them on a poster board
enthralled.
Though the tracks on the album or piece of paper. These things
each evoke their own wild imag can be as simple as "I am going to
ery, they transition wonderfully get an A on my Spanish test" or as
from one to the next. The third specific as "I will host SNL on the
track entitled "Movement I: In the same night that Pheonix is the mu
Countenance of Kings" is a stand sical guest." It sounds cheesy, but
out piece. This Gershwin-inspired Oprah loves them and they seem
song's grand, beautiful sound to work for a lot of people.
My friends and I are currently
builds anticipation for the rest of
the album. There is a fantastical in the process of developing our
first interlude, a dream sequence own vision board videos. Even if
that easily leads the mind to mys all the things I write down don't
terious foggy forests. "Movement come to fruition, it is a fun and
IV: Traffic Shock" is simply rad, stress-free way to get psyched
making you feel as if you are in up for the future. So grab some
a video game. A videogame with friends, a glue-stick and some old
jingle bells. And woodwinds. magazines and have a vision board
Nothing new, right? Wrong. Sufjan making party. And make sure to
leave your Enrique CD at home.
Stevens continues to impress.

Still fresh
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Passion Pit
plays punk
venue

KAITLIN PERRY
ASSOCIATF FDITOR

Passion Pit and Soma are
two things that don't really go
together. Passion Pit is a bouncy,
fun, semi-electro band, in the
vein of Hot Chip and Animal
Collective, that's a little zany and
a lot exciting. Soma is a venue
known for its hardcore and punk
shows, hosting acts like Mars
Volta, Dropkick Murphys and
Thrice. Zany electro does not
equal hardcore punk. Thus I had
absolutely no idea what to expect
last Thursday night as I got ready
to see the show.
As I walked into Soma
glitzed out in a sequin shirt, I
could already tell that the vibe
was nowhere near that of the
Mars Volta show I saw at Soma
about a month ago and I instantly
felt both relieved and excited.
The energy in the smoking sec
tion was palpable and I was
slowly getting a contact drunk
by hanging out with the variety
of silly fans waiting for the show
to start.
Being small has its benefits
at shows with a general stand
ing area. It also helps to attend
with some forceful friends. The
combination of small and force
ful brings you up about five
rows back from the stage - prime
standing zone for those who can't
see well above shoulders. We
planted our feet as we stared at a
set up stage, waiting for Passion
Pit to take to their instruments.
But somehow I missed the memo
stating that Passion Pit is a really
popular, extremely talented and
renowned band and deserve to
take over half an hour chillin'
backstage as antsy fans get
bitchier and bitchier waiting for
the live music to start.
After a long wait, the band
finally graced the stage and
began playing one of the happiest
shows I've ever attended. While
I've always enjoyed Passion Pit,
in particular their track "Sleepy
head" (obviously), I only know
a few of their songs by ear and
definitely not by title. However it
was almost more enjoyable that
way because it made me think
that their songs were even more
impressive than they probably
are. Nevertheless I was really en
joying myself until I got pushed
backwards a million times by
drunk kids who mistook Passion
Pit for a punk band. Eventually
I grew tired of the silliness and
went outside with my friends to
get some fresh air.
We spent the rest of the show
towards the back, which allowed
us more space to dance freely to
fun tracks like "Seaweed Song"
and "The Reeling." After the set,
which was short but sweet and
included a classic two-song-long
encore, I felt energized and ready
to take on the rest of my Thursday
night. Thus I stayed up till 5 a.m.
Silly decision Thursdays equal
extremely sleepy Fridays.
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The Flaming Lips release new album
JUSTIN MARINI
GUFST WRITFR

At first listen, The Flaming
Lips' new album "Embryonic"
might seem quite strange, and it is,
do not get me wrong. But strange
is what they aim for, and that is
what makes The Flaming Lips so
unique.
For over 20 years, Oklahoma
City's own, The Flaming Lips,
have opened up people's minds to
the idea that there is a great range
that can come out of the psyche
delic genre. This album is no dif
ferent. While the peaceful sound of
"Yoshimi Battles the Pink Robots"
is certainly something of the past,
"Embryonic" is sure to please any
fan of the "fLips."
From the opening notes of
"Convinced of the Hex," the first
track on the album, one might
become concerned that the sound
change is too drastic. Once the
synthesizer enters, however, fears
are over and the listener is placed
into a slow trance. The heavier
beat throughout this album seems

to add a dark, dense almost Pink
Floyd-like tone to the tracks on
this album.
What have not changed on
"Embryonic" are lead vocalist
Wayne Coyne's avant-garde lyrics.
The real spice behind The Flam
ing Lips are the words, often over
looked by the spaced-out tunes of
their songs. One might find the
lyrics are scattered, non-sensical
and nevertheless awesome.
One must dig a little deeper
to make sense of Coyne's unique
style, which ultimately makes
them that much more enjoyable to
listen to. A highlight of the album
is the song "Sagittarius Silver An
nouncement," which beckons the
listener, "We can be like they are/
We can be free/Free to be evil/
Free to believe/Free to be slaves
now/To this silver machine." In
other words, do what you want to
do, it's your life after all.
Be sure to look out for a large
scale U.S. tour to be announced
later this year. Additional informa
tion can be found at flaminglips.
com.

"Embryonic," The Flaming Lips' newest album was released Oct. 9
and can be purchased on iTunes.

The Mumlers draw Beirut comparisons
NICK PETERSON
011FST WRITFR

The San Jose six-piece eclec
tic blues folk group The Mumlers
released their second full length
album, "Don't Throw Me Away,"
in September.
Recorded and
produced at San Francisco's Ruminator Audio Studio, the record
is a pleasant blend of multi-instrumentals, blues, soul and rock that
features everything from glocken
spiels to organs to harmonicas.
The organic feel of The Mum
lers' work immediately draws
comparisons to Beirut. Lead
singer Will Sprott's distant yet
poignant vocals complement the
well orchestrated instrumental ar
rangements behind him. At times,
Sprott's sounds match those of the
Walkmen's Hamilton Leithauser.
The band's vocals are at their best

when Sprott is joined by the back
ing harmonies of The Mumlers.
"Raise the Blinds" and "Coffin
Factory" are excellent examples.
Lyrically, a simple complex
ity doesn't push too hard, but
complements the instruments. The
Mumlers' ability to merge many
instruments into a tight, natural
and rolling tune makes for an
album that's enjoyable from the
get go, but has great replay. From
organ solos of tracks like "99
Years Ago" to whistles littered
in "Fugitive & Vagabond" to the
stripped down bass and ukelele
of "Golden Arm & Black Hand,"
the variety of "Don't Throw Me
Away" is impressive and refresh
ing. Altogether, the album is a
stellar second release by a group
and a solid contribution to the
burgeoning genre of eclectically
blended traditions that Beirut
brought to our ears.

"New Moon"soundtrack surprises most Low budget film booms at the box office
CHRISTINE BOYICH
GUFST WRITFR

It has been a year since
"Twilight"-mania began. Books, a
movie and a decent soundtrack led
to a pop-culture epidemic that has
lasted the whole year. This year
the movie corresponding with
the second book in the "Twilight"
Saga, "New Moon," written by
Stephanie Meyer, will be released
in theaters Nov.20. To begin the
madness, the soundtrack was
released on Oct. 16, earlier than
planned due to popular demand by
"Twi-hards."
As a pop-culture rat, and
a girl, 1 of course love both the
books and the first movie. I file
this obsession under "guilty plea
sure" and convince myself I have
fallen victim to herd mentality to
reduce my cognitive dissonance.
The soundtrack for Twilight was
good, including artists like Muse,
Black Ghosts, Blue Foundation
and (Edward) Rob Pattinson. So I
was expecting an equally as decent
soundtrack for "New Moon."
When I looked at the list of
artists I was absolutely shocked. In
one year the musical style for the
"Twilight" Saga moved from poppunk-almost indie, to full blown

indie-fabulous. With enchanting
tracks by Bon Iver and St. Vin
cent, Grizzly Bear, Editors and
Lykke Li, accompanied by more
rockin' tracks by Band of Skulls,
Hurricane Bells and (of course)
Muse, the soundtrack provides the
perfectly balanced musical sup
port for the tumultuous storyline.
Even The Killers, Death Cab
for Cutie and Thorn York (who
are by no means favorite artists of
mine) provided catchy tracks. The
soundtrack also includes Sea
Wolf, whose song "The Violet
Hour" has been on repeat on my
iPod for about an hour now, Black
Rebel Motorcycle Club and Anya
Marina.
Whatever your opinion of
"Twilight"-mania,
I
strongly
encourage you to download this
soundtrack. If you are embar
rassed of what people will think
when they browse through your
library and see "Twilight: New
Moon." simply remove the album
title from the track info (easy so
lution!). You will be pleased when
you hear this soundtrack, and it
may even make you want to see
the movie.
The "New Moon" soundtrack
is available now on iTunes.

JT HOWLAN
GUFST WRITFR

First there was "Silence of
the Lambs." Then there was the
"Scream" sensation. The next
generation was the "Saw" series.
Now, horror has a new look with
the movie that makes you want
to pee your pants, "Paranormal
Activity."
Would anyone have ever imag
ined that you could film a movie
with 5 actors/actresses, one di
rector/writer/producer/editor, an
other producer, and an executive
producer, all with an estimated
budget of $11,000? Lets just say,
what was thought to be impossible
has been actualized.
The most common reaction
when people were leaving the the
atre was "Wow! That was crazy!"
And that is an understatement.
"Paranormal Activity" definitely
stands alone compared to other
movies that have come out in the
past few years. Brynn Masters, a
sophomore at USD said, "When
I spoke with my sister after the
movie, I told her I felt like it was
as if I had just gotten into a car
accident because I was so tense
throughout the majority."

The movie literally makes you
start to question your beliefs on
ghosts and demonic spirits. It gives
you the "unintentional chills"
when you don't even think it is at
tempting to be scary. "I remember
putting myself in the position of
the character and instant chills ran
throughout my body," USD senior
Mike Sinodis said.
It is a horror film that makes
you wonder, how did they do that?
In most scary movies, you look
at a scene and can usually tell or
guess how they managed to do
what it was that they did. In this
movie however, it really questions
your vision when you see it for the
first time. You don't get instant
replay. "There was this one scene,
and it was absolutely mind bog
gling. I couldn't figure out how
they would do that, and it made the
scene that much more believable,"
Sinodis said. "Making the movie
believable is a must for me."
It really sets the stage for other
movies and has definitely shown
that with the earnings at the box
office. Within the first three week
ends, it has grossed over $8 mil
lion and has high expectations for
the next few weekends. It is a 360
slam dunk and the numbers agree.
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The mixtape renaissance: Music over money
fighting off the sticky fingers of
record companies the admirable
breed of musician, planted on the
margins of vast fame and fortune,
The grime and crime and but resisting the lustful tempta
anguish and stench of death on tion to take the small step into the
forgotten streets gave birth to .light.
hip-hop. It was born in a time of
As the popularity of hip-hop
uncertainty and a faint scent of grew through the '80s and '90s, so
revolution hung in the air like an did the money it generated, until
early autumn cobweb. The streets, eventually the genre devolved into
newly liberated in name only, re not much more than a means to
mained shackled by the chains of the green. Record companies con
urban poVerty. Hip-hop was con trolled CD distribution, so the road
ceived by pain and anger. Hip-hop to the riches passed through them.
gave voice to the mute, community More than that, the road to the ears
to the lonely and a palpable culture of the public passed through them.
to the slums, hip-hop was born to All a rapper had to do was sell his
tell the stories of America's shan- artistic soul and forfeit creative
tytown, of the Nixonvilles and the control to the label.
Soon, around the dawning
Reaganvilles. Hip-hop was born
to tell the stories of the slums, and of the new millennium, hip-hop
speak out against the oppressive found itself in the Top 40 universe,
authority, serving as a representa among the popular music royalty
and a long way from its side-alley
tive voice for the streets.
But somewhere, at the end origins. But hip-hop sacrificed
of the Clinton years or maybe in so much to get there. Hip-hop no
the early Bush II years, the voice longer spoke for the streets, but
rather for the masses. Hip-Hop
faded. As hip-hop expanded from
underground outlet to mainstream no longer told stories, but rather
marketplace, culture became com acquiesced to the least common
modity. The genre that grew out denominator. Instead of speaking
of basement studios found itself what needed to be said, hip-hop
trapped in corporate boardrooms. spoke what was aurally pleasing,
what sounded good. Songs were
Art became business.
Hip-hop gasped for air, drown made for the radio and the slums
ing in a sea of corporate greed. were, once again, forgotten.
The few, proud and stubborn
But then, near the close of the first
decade of the millennium, hip-hop voices remaining were pushed to
was saved. The re-emergence of the shadows, silenced by the over
the mixtape marks the 21st Cen whelming influence of the indus
try. The power went to the popular,
tury hip-hop renaissance;
Nas intended to title his latest the might to the mainstream and
album "Nigger." The LP was leverage to the labels. The decade
constructed to address the evolu of the aughts seemed hip-hop's
tion and social implications of the dying breath, a gilded age of greed
word. But the record company and materialism.
Hip-hop was born to speak out
said no. The intended title would
not maximize the appeal of the against the establishment, against
album. However, Nas was not the system that ignored the streets
surprised. His was a career spent and perpetuated poverty. Now,
ALBERT SAMAHA

GUEST WRITFR

hip-hop was just another sheep,
a pawn in the eternal chess match
of capitalism. The genre founded
upon Fighting the Power, was now
controlled by it.
But then came the digital revo
lution and all the rules changed.
Music could be downloaded and
burned. Pirated. Bootlegged. As
the digital age gained steam, CD
sales slipped. Soon, CDs were
no longer the primary way to get
music. YouTube, MySpace and the
countless downloading sites oc
cupied computer screens and CD
cases stayed on shelves. Record
companies desperately fought the
digital .surge, ferociously trying
to reclaim profit margins with a
stream of lawsuits, policies and
hasty adjustments.
As retail music lost popular
ity, record companies lost their
leverage. Artists no longer needed
record labels to reach the ears of
the public and the public no longer
needed to buy CDs to get music.
The middle man was obviated.
Nas would not relent. His
album would be released untitled.
But Nas could still get his original
message out to the people. Before
the release of his album, Nas
came out with the mixtape titled
"The Nigger Tape." The mixtape
addressed the rapper's constant
struggle with the industry, the
establishment, the Power. The
cover of the mixtape depicted Nas,
dressed in camoflauge, standing
and silenced with black duct tape
covering his mouth. While the
untitled album garnered mixed
reviews, "The Nigger Tapes" was
universally accorded as one of the
ten best mixtapes of the year.
Mixtapes are album length
compilations of songs that are
often produced independently of
record companies. In hip-hop's
formative years, mixtapes were an

artist's only means to getting their
music to the public. Hip-hop was
heard live or on mixtape. Once
major record labels began signing
hip-hop artists, mixtapes became
unnecessary. They didn't produce
money. Consequently by the late
'90s mixtapes were most popu
larly used as promotional tools,
cheap and easy ways to hype up
an upcoming album. The albums
were the moneymakers. An art
ist's success was fueled by album
sales- by words like platinum and
triple platinum.
When CD sales slipped and
music became easier to get for
free or, at least, very cheap, the
distinction between albums and
mixtapes blurred. The power of
the record company (getting CDs
into stores and promoting artists)
dimmed. The advantage of being
a signed artist shrank. Forfeiting
artistic soul didn't bring as much
fame and money. Worse, record
labels labored hard to keep their
artists' music from being obtained
for free.
So with more people scour
ing for music on websites than
in department stores, the playing
field evened. On the internet, a
seemingly ideal medium for the
distribution of mixtapes, unsigned
artists could read] ears and signed
artists would recover their artistic
soul. The mixtape gained power
once again.
Mixtapes became the means for
artists to produce the music they
wanted, free from the intervening
hands of the record companies.
Music over money. Mixtapes came
to serve as an artist's true voice; an
artist's true creative outlet. Conse
quently, the power returned to the
artist. He didn't need the record
company to get his music to the
people anymore.
And the voice of hip-hop

has now returned. The genre
has slipped back to its roots of
representing freedom from main
stream. The establishment no
longer controls the music, the art.
Up-and coming rappers like Wale,
Kid Cudi, Drake, Pac Div and
J. Cole established their reputa
tions in the music world solely
with mixtapes. Perhaps the most
famous example of the mixtape's
newfound power is in the meteoric
rise of Lil' Wayne. In a two year
span, Wayne transformed from
being a well-known, moderatelyliked rapper, to being the face of
Hip-hop, the most popular rapper
on the planet,and according to
some (including himself), the best
rapper alive. He did not release a
single album in those two years.
He did release a series a mixtapes.
The king of the rap world built his
empire on mixtapes.
With the power back to the
artists, Hip-hop once again tells
the story of the streets. The music
is no longer simply a means to
green because, well, green wasn't
as easy to make. The hip-hop re
naissance of the digital age has
turned the genre from aristocracy
to meritocracy, as the people, not
the record companies, select the
talent. And it takes more talent to
produce meaningful content than
it does to produce mesmerizing
melodies.
The new generation of rap
pers, this Freshman Class, brings
back social consciousness and
meaningful lyrics to the ears of
the public. Callous reality, not
hedonistic fantasy, is depicted and
stoiy-telling takes center stage.
The re-emergence of the mixtape
allows artists to stray from musi
cal hegemony. The culture of hiphop has returned.

SAN DIEGO EVENTS CALENDAR
Oct. 22

Oct. 26

Oct. 24

Regina Spektor @ House of Blues

Poncho Sanchez @ Belly Up
8:00 p.m., $20

8:00 p.m., $27.50

Boys Like Girls @ SOMA
6:00 p.m., $25

Platinum Rockstars- Tribute to Boston,
Bon Jovi, Van Halen, Foreigner & Journey

Tech N9ne @ House of Blues

@ Cane's

7:00 p.m., $22.50

Oct. 27

8:00 p.m., $10

Hit the Lights @ SOMA

Oct. 23

6:30 p.m., $12

Oct. 25

Trains and Clouds @ SOMA

Peaches @ Cane's

7:00 p.m., $8

8:00 p.m., $20

i rsxjr

Oct. 28§^
Cyro Baptista @ The Loft at UCSD

Big Bad Voodoo Daddy @ Belly Up
9:00 p.m., $34
The Sounds with Shiny Toy Guns
@ House of Blues
8:00 p.m., $17.50

8:00 p.m., $16
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10th annual San Diego Asian Film Festival returns
"Children of Invention" reflects director Chun's life experiences

"Rough Cut" battles with reality
LINDSEY WEINTRAUB

STAFF WRITFR

The San Diego Asian Film
Festival has strong ties to the
University of San Diego, as com
munications professor Dr. Leeva
Chung helped the festival get its
feet off the ground in 2000, with a
three-day event at USD.
This year, Dr. Chung brought
her preceptorial class to the open
ing night of the festival, which
is now presented at the Hazard
Center UltraStar Cinemas, to
continue the tradition of sharing a
bond between the festival and its
birthplace, USD.
Thursday, October 15, 2009,
marked the opening night of the
10th annual San Diego Asian Film
Festival, with the movie "Chil
dren of Invention," a tender and
honest film about the struggles of
a women who is both an immi
grant and a single mother caring
for two young children in a time
of economic hardship.
Executive director Lee Ann
Kim described "Children of In
vention," as "a very honest and
genuine film." The story begins
when Elaine Cheng and her two
children are evicted from their
home, and continues as Elaine
toils to find another job to support
the family. With the family deal
ing with divorce, and Elaine not
receiving financial support from
her ex-husband, the pressure is
on her to raise her two children,
find them a home, and figure out
a way to bring in a steady income.
Although Elaine is a hardworking
mother who does everything she

can to survive, she unfortunately
finds herself in a world where
money hungry people provide a
prime environment foe corrup
tion, bringing innocent people into
twisted schemes.
Writer-director Tze Chun is
one of Filmmaker Magazine's "25
New Faces of Independent Film,"
at the spry young age of 29, and
"Children of Invention," is his
first feature film. Chun's movie
is a story about the endurance of
the American dream and "the re
silience of children," which Chun
is all too familiar with.
Chun began making movies in
high school, joking around about
how he was just like any other
teenage guy who wants to make
a movie; He attended Columbia
for undergraduate school, where
he studied filmmaking. Instead of
paying what amounts to almost
$200,000 for graduate school,
Chun developed a schedule for
himself, making short films and
feature films in disciplined time
increments. After making nine
short films, Chun's film, "Windowbreaker" caught the attention
of the Sundance Film Festival
and was among the lowest budget
films. Admission to the Sundance
Film Festival is very prestigious,
with over 9,000 films
submit
ted each year and only 200 films
chosen for exhibition.
Chun also faces the challenge
of marketing his films. As execu
tive director of the festival, Kim
describes the challenge, saying,
"they say Asian-American films
have no audience." But Chun
didn't let that stand in his way.
Chun established himself as a
writer and a director at Sundance

this year with his first feature film
"Children of Invention" proceed
ed to win 10 film festival awards
across the country. And with the
film being marketed through grass
roots support, he has already dou
bled any offer made at Sundance
for DVD production.
Like many pieces of great art,
the film is a reflection of Chun's
own life experiences. Chun spent a
lot of his youth attending pyramid
scheme seminars with his mom and
sister, so the idea of Elaine getting
wrapped up in a Ponzi scheme was
far from an idea simply concocted
by his imagination.
The film is also a debut for
child actors Michael Chen, 10, and
Crystal Chiu, 8. The filmmakers
looked at 250 Chinese children in
New York schools. But when they
saw Chen and Chui's audition tape
as extras for "Transformers 2," in
which the two play siblings who
come in contact with one of the
Transformers, Chun "knew the re
action was genuine," and the two
landed the roles of Raymond and
Tina Cheng.
Chun raved about the children's
performance and endurance on set,
noting that they came completely
prepared and even offered their
own suggestions. Their compel
ling performance conveyed such
an element of innocence, creating
a raw and sincere feeling of youth
ful spirit, and a child's tendency
toward wonder and curiosity.
The film is truly in the Sundance
spirit, true, gritty and original.
Thismasterpiece of vivid emotion
will leave the audience gripped,
stunned, in waves of mirth and
in awe of this amazing piece of
human art.

KEIGE TOM

G11FST WRITFR
Returning now for its tenth year,
the San Diego Asian Film Festival
is back and better than ever. The
South Korean film "Rough Cut"
stands apart from the some 200
other films shown at this years San
Diego Asian Film Festival.
"Rough Cut" centers on the
life of Jang, a big time movie star
in the midst of shooting his latest
action flick, played by Ji-Hwan
Kang. After the Jang's original
co-star suddenly quits, he finds
himself starring opposite of a very
unlikely replacement co-star: Lee,
a real life Korean gangster played
by Ji-Seob So. Lee decides he
wants in on the project. Jang soon
gets a taste of reality when his new
co-star only agrees to do the fight
scenes full contact, without stunts.
Needless to say, the pretty-faced
action star gets taught a thing or
two about getting his ass kicked.
While memorizing lines on

set and cracking skulls during
his off time, it quickly becomes
more difficult for Lee to separate
his role as a mob leader from his
new acting gig: On the other hand,
Jang struggles with the media, re
garding his intimate relationships.
Tensions rise even higher when
a love triangle ensues involving
their female co-star.
The film also has a comedic
side to it, because the constant
wisecracks exchanged between
Lee and Jang. The final battle
between the two characters gets
down and dirty.' Literally. No
film would be complete without
a totally raw mud fight. This edgy
Korean film spawns a new breed
of action flicks.
"Rough Cut" is playing Thurs
day Oct. 22 and Wednesday Oct.
28 at the Mission Valley UltraStar
Cinema at Hazard Center. Check
the listings for "Rough Cut" and
the rest of the films at sdaff.org.
The San Diego Asian Film Festi
val runs until Oct. 29.

KEIGE TOM/THE VISTA

Lee and Jang fight in an epic mud battle.

What is a lawyer?
A debater? A fighter?

Or more than that?
A creative problem solver.
A principled advocate.
A rigorous and versatile thinker.

Explore the wide scope of the law
in a school devoted to the big picture.

CALIFORNIA WESTERN
SCHOOL OF LAW | San Diego

www.CaliforniaWestern.edti

What law school ought to be.
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RYAN SIDHOO

SPORTS CO-EDITOR

It's Friday night and 1 am
depressed. But the cause of this
gloominess is not the product
of those typical Friday night
mistakes or the fact I stayed up
till 2:30 a.m. studying for my
theology midterm. This feeling
I have right now, which I am
sure is a constant feeling for the
few Clipper fans out there, is
because when 1 checked ESPN,
com for the seven thousandth
time today I was surprised with
a new lead story: Midnight
Madness.
Highlights of UNC's coach
Roy Williams turning his swag
on with his players, a sell-out
crowd watching a Duke intersquad game, a dunk contest at
UCONN, John Thompson Jr.
paying tribute to Michael Jack
son with glove and all and John
Calipari giving a speech with
the rhetoric better than the guy
who convinced the Pistons to
give Kwame Brown a contract,
made me realize how great col
lege basketball is. Midnight
Madness is truly something
unique to the college basketball
world.
It also made me realize how
devastating it is that we do not
have a Midnight Madness event
at USD. Even Pepperdine has
one, and Pepperdine reminds
me of Kyle's dull cousin from
South Park. If a basketball de
prived school like Pepperdine
can have a Midnight Madness
why can't we?
USD fans are and should
be excited about this upcoming
season. The JCP hosts an array
of games that should see the
"Slim Gym" filled up. Opening
up against Stanford, hosting
State as well as New Mexico
are all non-conference games
that should draw a crowd.
The athletic department or
whoever is in charge of running
events on campus has to realize
that in order to get people excit
ed about the season; they need a
Midnight Madness event.
Last year there was a free
BBQ before a preseason game
against Cal-State Northridge to
rally the mediocre school spirit
at USD. I am not sure what
genius picked Cal-State L.A.
as the game to draw a crowd to,
but events like these usually do
not exceed expectations as the
planning is flawed from the get
go. Who wants to see USD vs.
a D-II school? At least the food
was good...
Torero fans want flare and
excitement. They too want to
see new USD teammates do
battle in a dunk contest or three
point competition. Most impor
tantly, everybody wants to see
Bill Grier getting loose at center
court with his team just like Roy
Williams did.

TOM ROTH/THE VISTA
LEFT: Junior defenseman Cory Norris beats his man down the field
as he prepares to set up another Torero attack. RIGHT: The Torero
men look on as the Santa Clara team tries desperately to stop
another stellar shot.

Men's soccer dominates St. Mary's, Santa Clara
HALLIE HUSTON

GUEST WRITER

The USD Men's soccer team is
tearing up the West Coast Confer
ence this year. Going into Friday's
match against Saint Mary's they
were tied for first place and the To
reros came out with the victory to
hold their first place title. The win
pushed their record to 9-3-0 and
5-0-0 in conference play.
The mighty Toreros took on
the Pilots at home with freshman
forward Patrick Wallen scoring in
the first minute of the match, his
fifth of the season. In the first four
seconds Patrick charged at the op
ponent during kickoff.The ball was
scattered around as Stephen Posa
chipped a perfect ball that Wallen
connected with and headed in the
top left comer of the net.
The Toreros stayed strong the
rest of the half keeping it at 1-0.
Then, in the 70th minute Stephen
Posa scored the second goal of the
match. He took the ball down the
right side of the field and cracked

a shot 20 yards out and hit the side
netting of the goal, leading the
Toreros to their victory and main
taining their status of first place in
conference.
Posa, who played an excel
lent match had an assist and goal
for the Toreros said, "The Pilots
gave us a good game. We were
better that night. We put away our
chances when we needed to and
starting off the game with a goal in
the first minute of play is always
a great way to start the game. Our
team is playing really well and we
are not backing down."
Fired up and ready to battle,
the Toreros defeated Santa Clara
3-2 in Sunday's match. This was
their fifth straight win in confer
ence. The Men's soccer team
means business this season and is
taking no prisoners.
In the 13th minute sophomore
Charles Blase recorded his first
goal of the season. Blase beat a
couple defenders and then fired
off a laser of a shot. The goalkeep
er bobbled it and the ball slipped

through his fingers,
raising the
Toreros 1-0.
In the 36th minute junior
forward Marcelo Carminatti put
away his third goal of the season.
JT Howlan fired off a shot and the
goalkeeper bobbled it around the
penalty box. Carminatti read the
play, found the ball and took a shot
10 yards out, bringing the Toreros
to a 3-0 lead.
Going into the second half the
Toreros had a comfortable lead.
However, Santa Clara woke up
in the second half and in the 63rd
minute scored a goal to make it 3-1.
Shortly after, in the 67th minute,
USD scored again to make it 3-2.
The Toreros defense really picked
it up after the second goal to keep
the score at 3-2 for the victory. The
Toreros outshot the Broncos 12-7
and recorded seven comer kicks to
Santa Clara's two.
Senior Tim Grey, an unstop
pable center defender and leader
on the field for the Toreros, said,
"We are 5-0 in conference and it
is a wonderful feeling. During the

whole game, even when Santa
Clara scored the two goals, I knew
we were going to win. We are con
fident in our abilities and are ready
to take on anyone who comes our
way. I love to win and it's my last
year to play for the university and
I want to go out on top!"
The Toreros take on LMU
next Thursday at 7 p.m. at home
then travel to Los Angeles to play
again on Oct. 25th. Hopefully
they can keep this winning streak
against the Lions.

4 41 love to win
and it's my last
year to play for
the university
and I want to go
out on top!
TIM GREY,
Class of 2010

Women's soccer takes one of two in homestand
Toreros drop first VJCC game but bounce back to defeat Dons

TYLER WILSON

STAFF WRITER

The Women's soccer team
followed up last week's drama by
splitting both of their games this
week, losing to the Saint Mary's
College Gaels 2-1 on Friday and
beating the University of San
Francisco' Dons 3-2 on Sunday.
Both games had their drama as
well, with the winning goal for
the Gaels coming in the 75th
minute on Friday and the winning
goal for the Toreros coming in
the 86th minute on Sunday. This
week's results gave the Toreros a
record of 8-5-2 overall and 2-1 -0
in the WCC. .
The Torero Women's loss
against the Gaels in Moraga,
Calif, was their first in WCC play.

The Gaels struck first off a header
from a comer kick that barely got
by Torero goalie Courtney Par
sons in the 16th minute of action.
The Toreros took this 1-0 deficit
into halftime, but they bounced
back in the 46th minute, as Steph
anie Ochs sent a perfect cross to
Elissa Magracia, who then put
the ball in the net from ten yards
out, tying the game 1-1.
But the Gaels ruined the
Torero comeback in the 75th
minute, as Christina Tqgnetti re
ceived a pass and placed the ball
just past Torero goalie Courtney
Parsons for the game-winner. The
Toreros had 10 shots with four on
goal to the Gaels' 11 shots with
five on goal. Courtney Parsons
recorded three saves in the loss.
The Torero women, moti

vated by this loss, would come
back with a vengeance against
the University of San Francisco
Dons on Sunday.
The Toreros tallied their
second WCC win of the young
season against the Dons in San
Francisco in truly dramatic fash
ion. The win was reminiscent of
their win against Santa Clara last
week, as both game-winners were
scored in the final five minutes
after hard fought battles.
Natalie Vinti put San Diego
on the board in the 36th -minute
with her third goal of the season.
She scored off a masterfully
placed corner kick. But the Dons
evened the score in the 43rd
minute with a header off of a
comer kick of their own. The
game was tied 1-1 at halftime.

The Dons came out firing
in the second half as Alyson
Drake scored in the 51st minute
off a perfect pass from Megan
Connor. But once again the To
reros showed their toughness and
evened the score 2-2 as Christine
MoCk headed the ball in the net
off a free kick from Vinti. Mock
came through once again in the
86th minute, as she tapped the,
ball past the Dons' for the win.
The Toreros dominated every
facet of the match. They owned
the battle on comer kicks 7-2 and
outshot the Dons 10-6.
The Torero women look
to continue their winning ways
in their next game against the
Loyola
Marymount * Univer
sity Lions on Friday at 7 p.m. at
Torero stadium.
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Volleyball tames Gaels, retains top spot in WCC
JT HOWLAN
STAFF WRITFR

The battle for first place in
conference has been overcome by
our lady V-ballers. With an over
powering record of 4-0 in confer
ence, the St. Mary Gaels had a
huge target on their backs.
Going into the game, fresh
man Carrie Baird was grateful to
be given the opportunity to be in
an atmosphere such as this.
"It's definitely a cool and
exciting position to be in," said
Baird.
"It's awesome getting to play
for a number one rank in confer
ence and knowing that they're a
good, tough team, which makes
things even more competitive and
fun," Baird said after the game.
The state of mind and the
confidence leading up to the game
were huge factors to the lady Tore
ros success.
Junior Kelsi Myers said they

San Diego excells
TYLER FICK
STAFF WRITFR

The city of San Diego adopt
ed the slogan "America's Finest
City" several years ago, and it's
a hard statement to argue against.
It's also hard to deny the amount
of athletic talent that has emerged
from this great city over the years.
Reggie Bush, Luke Walton and
Rey Mysterio have all become
household names nationwide, and
it's a little known fact that all three
of these professional athletes got
their start in the same place right
here in San Diego.
Before he made his mark
as one of the greatest players in
college football history at USC,
and before playing for the New
Orleans Saints, Reggie Bush at
tended Helix High School less than
ten miles from USD's campus.
Bush's outstanding career was
impressive from the start. While
at Helix he rushed for nearly 5,000
yards, scored 450 points and was a
three-time All-State athlete.
The Walton dynasty also got
its start in San Diego. Before Luke
was draining three pointers for the
L.A. Lakers, and before he at
tended the University of Arizona,
he was busy honing his skills at
the University of San Diego High,
which is also less than 10 miles
from USD's campus.
Ray Mysterio, a professional
WWE superstar, is perhaps the
least orthodox of these athletes,
but his prowess and talent are
outstanding. Mysterio, who only
lived in San Diego for his earlier
childhood years, got his start as a
professional wrestler in Mexico
until he gained notoriety as one of
the best, which ultimately landed
him in the WWE in 2002. He is
now a permanent resident of San
Diego County.
With so many greats already
established in their careers, there
does not seem to be a shortage of
talent any time soon. San Diego
native Steven Strasburg was re
cently drafted in the 2009 MLB
Draft, and was given the highest
signing bonus in the history of the
MLB. Mission Bay High's Dillion Baxter is currently following
in Bush's footsteps at USC. USD
has also made the list with Brian
Matusz, and we stand to* make the
list longer this coming spring in
the 2010 MLB draft with our stel
lar pitching staff.

all take this game personally. "We
all have a personal rivalry with St.
Mary's, so we knew it was going
to be a good and fun game."
"Plus we know we are better,
so it was a matter of walking the
walk," Myers said.
After losing the first game
that was in reach of winning, the
lady Toreros did not let the loss get
the better of them. They won the
next three agems in a row, giving
them the "W" three games to one.
A different team came out on the
court after the ladies lost the first
game.
When asked what the ladies
did different after game one,
Carrie said,"We definitely focused
on committing fewer errors on our
side. Also, we started swinging to
score aggressively, rather than hit
ting around the block."
This was apparent when the
ladies came out the second, third
and fourth game with their "rally
caps on." The team battled back in

pie
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RYAN BRENNAN

Superb striking and stellar defense propel Toreros over Gaels

all three games from four or five
point deficits.
Even after the game was
done, the ladies were not looking
to stop yet.
"Our next step as a team is to
finish the first half of conference

with wins against the Portland
Pilots and the Gonzaga Bulldogs,"
Myers said.
The lady Toreros look to
continue their solid playagainst
conference rivals Portland and
Gonzaga during their northern

Torero Diaries: Sports and beyond
Ken Caminiti: From my hero to a disgrace
JAMES MEADOR
FEATURFD WRITFR

As a young baseball player
I always had a famous athlete
that I looked up to and ad
mired, someone I could idolize
and learn baseball knowledge
through. From day one 1 always
wanted to be exactly like Ken
Caminiti, a former Padre that
played third base like an ab
solute dirtbag. He was a total
hard-nose player that worked
harder than anyone. He was
feared as the stopper at the hot
corner and he was an amazing
switch hitter.
When I was in junior
high I had an absolute fetish
with Caminiti and as a third
baseman I tried to be exactly
like him. I turned myself into
a switch hitter and copied his
personality on the field. I know
that younger players always

look up to professional athletes,
no matter what sport, and their
actions and decisions are always
under the microscope. It wasn't
until 2004 that I was affected by
a pro athlete on a personal level.
It's hard to idolize and look
up to someone that loses their
life through very bad choices.
Caminiti died at the age of 41
because of the use of drugs.
He left his wife, kids and fans
behind because of an addic
tion he could not shake. I was
crushed on a different level than
a lot of other people. I had my
own relationship with him even
though I never met him. I felt
cheated because I looked up to
him so much and all he did was
disappoint me.
He had no idea that his
choices would affect so many
peoples' lives. He not only aban
doned his family but also let fans
down as a role model.

In my eyes Caminiti went
from someone I actually wanted
to be to someone I wish I never
dreamed about. When people
become professional athletes
they take on a duty to their fans.
Their choices and decisions are
watched by everyone. It is hard
for younger athletes to idolize
someone whose priorities are
very mixed up.
When I found out a great
baseball player lost his life be
cause of drugs I think it opened
my eyes to a lot of things. From
all bad things there is good that
can be taken away.
I promised myself no
matter where I end up I will
never embarrass my family,
friends or fans with my wrong
choices. I would never want to
let down someone who has love
or faith with me. Your choices
affect more people then just
yourself.

My idols: Dwyane Wade and Kobe Bryant
BRANDON JOHNSON
FFATURFD WRITFR

Those that have proven
their skill in certain aspects of
their life are meant to be lead
ers of inspiration. My chosen
career is basketball and there
are certain players that I be
lieve have skills that are above
and beyond the other athletes
in the NBA. These athletes are
my favorite to watch and to
draw inspiration from improve
my game so that once I have
fully matured in my career I
can hopefully be close to their
level of greatness in the game
that we all love.
My current favorite player
is Dwyane Wade. Within the
last two basketball seasons he
suffered through major surgery
and yet he was still able to give
an outstanding performance
in the 08-09 season. The fact
that he had surgery but was
able Jo come back and be just*
as successful as he was prior to
the surgery is something that I
really admire and feel a connec
tion with, due to the fact that I

Humble

just suffered an injury that kept me
from playing last season. In the
08-09 season, after many months
of rehabilitation, Wade helped the
U.S. Olympic team win a gold
medal at the 2008 Olympics, in
which he led the team in scoring,
and he also returned to the starting
lineup. Early in the season, Wade
became the second player in NBA
history to tally at least 40 points,
10 assists and five blocked shots in
a game since Alvan Adams did so
in the 1976-77 season. Wade did
not let his injury affect his career
after he had the surgery and that is
something that 1 hope to emulate
this season.
The player that 1 believe uses
his superb skill in order to supple
ment his team's weaknesses is
Kobe Bryant, an individual who
has been said to be the greatest
player of all time. Not to down
play any of the other players' tal
ents, but Kobe Bryant makes the
Lakers the great team that they are.
Each player has their own talents,
but with an athlete such as Bryant
the team cannot help but succeed
on the court.
Bryant's entire career . is

something to be admired. Since
the day he was drafted he has
been doing amazing things on
the court. He was selected with
the 13th overall pick in the 1996
NBA Draft by the Charlotte
Hornets, then traded to the Los
Angeles Lakers. Kobe Bryant
and Shaquille O'Neill helped
lead the Lakers to three consecu
tive NBA Championships from
2000 to 2002. And, in 2006,
Bryant scored a career high 81
points against the Toronto Rap
tors, the second highest number
of points scored in a single
game in NBA history, second
only to Wilt Chamberlain's 100
point performance. In the 08-09
season Bryant won his fourth
NBA championship and was the
MVP.
With the different skills of
each of these.players to draw
inspiration from, my game can
only improve. And maybe one
day I will, be able to be on the
same court as Dwyane Wade and
Kobe Bryant, not as someone
who looks up to them for inspi
ration to improve my game, but
as a greftt player myself.

MORGAN PAYNE
SPORTS Cn-FDITOR

I pride myself on my ability
to perpetually have my finger on
the pulse of my favorite teams
and the sports world in general. 1
like to think I know my teams inti
mately and generally have a good
sense of how they will perform
during the year. However, I have
to admit 1 have been humbled by
the play of the Denver Broncos
this season.
Before every season begins I
like to make predictions on how
well my team will do. This season
I predicted the Broncos would
win four games all year. After
a 6-0 start I look and feel like a
complete idiot.
In August I saw a team in
trouble. I saw a team that had
fired one of the most successful
coaches in NFL history, hired a
baby-faced nobody to replace
him, traded away their heir appar
ent to John Elway and alienated
its star wide reciever. To top it all
off, this was the same team that
choked away a division title the
year before thanks to an histori
cally rotten defense that did not
appear to have gotten much better
in the off-season. Throw in one
of the most brutal schedules in
recent memory and what do you
get? A 6-0 start is not what I had
in mind.
At the beginning of the
season the two most question
able aspects of the team were the
Broncos' head coach and their
atrocious defense. Both questions
seem to have been answered six
weeks into the season.
The sporting world was in
shock after Pat Bowlen decided
to fire Mike Shanahan at season's
end. Yes, it is true Shanahan
had not produced a Super Bowl
ring in the post-Elway era but
Bowlen always maintained it was
Shanahan's job for life. Hiring a
32-year-old kid to replace him
did not have Broncos fans feel
ing very confident. However, it
appears McDaniels might be the
one Patriots spin-off to actually
be a success. After a couple of
comeback and some convincing
wins over perennial juggernauts,
McDaniels has assured fans he is
a winner.
For me, the most surprising
aspect of the Broncos torrid start
has been the resurgence of a putrid
defense that gave up 28 points
a game last season. With seven
new starters and a brand new 3-4
scheme, the defense looks like it
may actually be worthy of the top
ranking it currently holds.
Thus far, the season has been
the most pleasant surprise in all
my time watching the Broncos.
I entered this year hoping for a
top 10 draft pick and 1 now Have
dreams of a Super Bowl yet again.
Thank you Denver Broncos for
humbling me and renewing my
faith in you.
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LEFT: Jori Gregorio and Justin Miller enjoying a Broncos win in front of a sell out Qual
comm crowd. RIGHT: A swath of raucous fans eagerly awaiting kickoff.

One Broncos fan's Monday Night adventure in Qualcomm
JORI GREGORIO
STAFF WRITFR

It's Monday, Oct. 19, 2009 and the
clock tells us it's 4:42 p.m. in the afternoon.
In less than an hour, a truculent rivalry of
thunderous proportions will kick off—
literally. The Denver Broncos are in town
to play the San Diego Chargers in front of
a national audience. They will grapple with
the former division champs to keep momen
tum in their favor and sustain an undefeated
record. A year ago these two teams met in
a bitter struggle for playoff rights, where
the Chargers dealt a devastating defeat to
Denver fans. Last year I sat helplessly and
watched this defeat, but not this time.
Tonight I, and my fellow Broncos fa
natic Justin Miller, will be going where all
Broncos fans across the nation wish they
were going: Qualcomm Stadium. As a proud
citizen of Bronco Country I am decked out
in Broncos gear from head to toe, (literally
blue shoes) and ready to document my ad
venture.
4:55 p.m. Our ride to the stadium ar
rives and we're off to the game. My hands
are already clammy. Justin is still keeping
his cool.
5 p.m. We hit traffic. Our apprehension
increases and the mood is tense. Missing
kick-off would be like canceling Christmas.
We press our driver on. Pedal to the metal.
We have a score to settle.
5:15 p.m. Traffic is a zoo. This kind
of thing would never happen in Denver.
The anxiety is too much to handle. We tell
our driver to stop the car and engage in a
haphazard Chinese fire drill. We sprint to
the stadium with less than 15 minutes till
kickoff.
5:16 p.m. Justin heckles an enemy
Charger fan! They exchange hostile words
and I suddenly realize the intensity of this

National Football League throw down. To
night will be a match of epic proportions,
and I'm not just talking about Justin and the
Chargers fans.
5:37 p.m.The Broncos enter the field in
retro uniforms of brown, yellow and white.
5:41 p.m. KICK-OFF! It's then that
we realize we are not at Mile High Stadium.
I am struck in the back of the head with a
peanut.
5:43 p.m. Two dawdling Chargers
fans arrive late and take the seats next to
us. Justin again exchanges insulting words
with the rogue fans. While Justin engages in
heckling I begin to exchange in words with
an LT impersonator.
5:47 p.m. Again, forgetting I wasn't
in Denver anymore, I accidentally cheer at
the wrong moment. My fellow Denverite
quickly pulls me back into my seat and gives
me a vindictive glare.
5:54 p.m. Rivers lets fly a short screen
pass to Ladanian Tomlinson allowing for a
drive which brings the Bolts within Denver's
10-yard line. The crowd is now chanting 'L
- T, L - T, L - T.' Chargers fans behind us
begin to heckle us. Justin now finds himself
at a loss for words. My stomach drops as the
Chargers put three points on the board with
a field goal. Another peanut whizzes by my
head.
6:03 p.m. I again cheer at an inappro
priate time, old habits die hard I guess. My
friend is embarrassed.
6:05 p.m. Eddie Royal returns the
Chargers' kick off for a touchdown. In his
excitement, Justin accidentally knocks me
into a couple Charger's fans. Luckily they
are from Canada and nicely ask me to be
more careful. Yet again
6:10-7 p.m. Each team runs the ball
back and forth down the field. On the one
hand I'm happy the game is exciting, but
on the other hand I'm actually petrified of
the idea of walking out of this stadium after

a Bronco loss. I can't bring myself to say
Chargers w..wi..nope can't do it.
Halftime. Justin and I force ourselves
to leave the seats. I quickly decide that was
a bad decision because hostility is high.
While some fans "nicely" yell some kind of
insult, others run directly into me. However,
every bruise is well worth the frustration
Justin and I are causing each one of them.
7:05 p.m. I finally meet a nice Char
gers fan in the restroom. She tells me she
has over 30 different Chargers cheerleader
outfits. I'm flabbergasted and slightly dis
gusted. Broncos fans are nothing if not in
tense, but really 30 Chargers skirts?
At this point 1 am no longer able to
document exact times. Emotions are high
and I can't take my eyes off the field long
enough to check my watch.
Halfway through the third quarter the
Chargers make a 50-yard field goal, turning
out to be their last scoring play. I literally
feel nauseous as a rather large, greasy Char
gers fan jumps to his feet and begins to yell
"score board" less than two inches from my
ear.
3:43 left in the third, I leap into Justin's
arms after Tony Scheffler catches a 19-yard
pass from Orton to bring the Broncos ahead
by one. At this point all graciousness is gone
and Justin and I begin yelling, "score board"
back at the stunned greasy man. High fives
are exchanged and I swear I see one glisten
ing tear on the cheek of the cleanly shaven
Broncos fan behind us.
10 minutes left in the fourth, my pa
tience is wearing thin. The Broncos are
ahead by four but the hostile words are not
subsiding, and the peanuts are only coming
with increased intensity.
Then, it happens. Brandon Stokley
leaps into the air and comes down into the
in zone with the ball. The referee throws
both hands into the air to signal that it was
indeed a touchdown. Suddenly Justin and I

are leaping off the ground with the realiza
tion that we are going to win!
8:36 p.m. the game is over and the
Broncos have the W. As I am shaking the
hand of a Chargers fan my head is suddenly
ripped backwards. I watch in amazement
as my Bronco hat is hurled down into the
section below us. The perpetrator yells some
form of profanity and flips Justin and I off.
Justin attempts to run after the sore loser but
I hold him back reminding him that Broncos
fans are not violent.
Four happy, but hatless, pictures later I
am approached by a security guard who asks
me to come identify a man they believe is my
"attacker." 1 have to hand it to the Chargers
security. While one ran and retrieved my hat
the other managed to find and arrest the cor
rect man. Justin and I are asked if we would
like to press chargers. We quickly respond
with a resounding NO! This crazy Chargers
fan only added to our grand experience. No
hard feelings.
In a time span of three hours I experi
enced verbal abuse, peanuts being hurled at
my head, being shoved into walls and even
assault (in a very mild form). But you know
what, I couldn't imagine a better way to
spend a Monday evening.

4 4 My stomach drops
as the Chargers put
three points on the
board with a field
goal. Another
peanut whizzes by my
head. 9 5
JORI GREGORIO,
Class of 2010

No matter what team you root for there is a bar for you
JOHN NORENBERG III
•STAFF WRITFR

Whether you are 18, 50 or somewhere
in between, we all have our favorite NCAA
football teams.
There are many places to watch your
favorite team, however, for the 21-yearolds and up, there are other locations to
watch your favorite team play. There are a
number of bars across San Diego that play
host to fans who support their favorite col
lege team. One bar playing host to a specific
sports team or region is a unique way to
connect to people with similar interests and
tastes as yourself.
One bar that captures this unique ex

perience is Canes Bar and Grill located in
Mission Beach at 3105 Ocean Front Walk.
It houses Oregon Duck supporters every
Saturday.
If you have never been to Canes, you
know it is literally right on the boardwalk at
Mission Beach and boasts a rooftop dining
area that overlooks the ocean, as well as a
bottom floor of the bar area where there are
a multitude of flat screens as well as mul
tiple bar areas to enjoy a drink and watch
the game. Every Saturday, Oregon Duck
fans come in from across San Diego to
watch their team in this venue that seems
to offer it all.
"It is a really fun atmosphere," said
Terri, a waitress at Canes who typically

works on game day. "I really like working
the games."
When asked about what type of
people usually come in to watch the games,
Terri said, "it's mostly the buffs." By this
she means only the most harcore of fans.
However, casual supporters are more than
welcome to come in and watch the game as
well.
Canes Bar and Grill is not the only
place in San Diego to watch your favorite
college team. Players Sports Bar in Kearny
Mesa, located at 7061 Clairemont Mesa
Blvd, is another bar where you will typi
cally run into many fans of different teams.
Players Sports Bar hosts teams such as
Georgia Tech, Iowa State, Michigan State,

Northwestern, Penn State, Syracuse, Flori
da, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, North Carolina
and Texas.
If you are looking for less of a crowd
of fans, PB Bar and Grill in Pacific Beach
hosts Cal, Michigan and Washington.
Almost right next door, Moondoggies
hosts Ohio State. For all of the Buckeye
supporters out there this is a great place to
meet up with fellow OSU fans and watch
Pryor light it up on Saturday afternoons in
The Horseshoe.
If you are a Southern California fan,
which it seems that half of San Diego
County is, The Bullpen North located at
149 S. El Camino Real in Encinitas, is the
perfect place to go.
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Homecoming football game exciting for few fans there
The results of the game and a commentary on the homecoming experience at USD

CHRISTOPHER HANNEKE

STAFF WRITER

It's a sunny Saturday afternoon at
Torero Stadium. The air is crisp and the
smell of the freshly cut grass is potent in the
air. It's a perfect day for football.
2 p.m. approaches and the game is about
to begin. It's homecoming at the University
of San Diego and the stands are almost full.
Again, it's homecoming at the University of
San Diego and the stands are almost full.
Sounds depressing, doesn't it?
Homecoming is defined as "the tradi
tion of welcoming back former residents
and alumni of an institution." You've seen
how it works. Just tune in to ESPN on any
given Saturday throughout the fall and you
are bound to see thousands upon thousands
of students and alumni shaking the stands at
their beloved university's stadium. There,
the stands are always full. For homecom
ing, you need to give up everything short
of your mother's left arm just to get in.
However, here at USD, one can't help but
realize that the atmosphere of the so-called
"Homecoming Weekend" is not nearly as
electric.
It is true that the University of San
Diego is far smaller (both in terms of
campus size and student population) than
the universities that you would see on your
average ESPN game. It also is true that
USD has been making strides in recent
years to try to maximize student partici
pation in the homecoming activities. The
fundamental difference between USD and
most other universities, though, is that at
larger schools like that of San Diego State,
the football game is the main event of the
homecoming activities. For the University
of San Diego community, the football game
is more of a formality than something to
truly get excited for.
Case in point: the Sean Kingston con
cert on Friday night. It was a new experi
ence for USD students because for the first
time in recent memory, a concert featuring a
well-known superstar was held on campus
to commemorate homecoming weekend.
Sean Kingston put on a show in front of a
remarkable amount of students who actu
ally took the time to show up for a campus
sponsored activity. For the few hours that
the show carried on, you couldn't help but

look around and notice the electricity sur
rounding the event.
This is how campus life should be;
students dancing and yelling, having a good
time, enjoying each other's company. But
what happened after? The same as any other
weekend. Students left campus and went to
their parties at the beach and 2 p.m. on Satur
day afternoon rolled around and the Torero
football game became an afterthought.
Though the stadium was slightly more
crowded than usual when the Toreros took
the field against Drake (at least it appeared
that way since much of the student section
bleachers were removed after the last home
game when they collapsed onto the field),
this still begs the question: Couldn't this
have been better? Why not hold the concert
on Saturday as a prelude or postlude to the
football game? Say you push the game back
to 5 or 7 p.m. and have Kingston play a
quick show at around 2 p.m.; would there
not be more students likely to attend the
game after watching a concert with their
fellow Toreros and getting amped up to
watch some football? Or say you keep the
game at 2 p.m.; would there not be more
students to show up and hang out for the
game and watch some football knowing that
after the game there would be a concert for
everyone to enjoy? This is not to say that
holding the concert was a bad thing. It is to
say, however, that a concert should help the
attendance of the football game, not hurt it.
Again, it is unreasonable to think that
a school that is about a quarter of the size
of most other large universities could match
the sheer excitement and magnitude of their
homecoming football game. But, sports are
unique. Unlike some concert by a guy who,
quite honestly, wouldn't have a career if this
was 1989, sports are something that will be
cherished long after your four brief years at
the University of San Diego.
Nothing can match the excitement of
cheering on the team wearing your school
colors with a group of friends and alumni
who take the same pride in seeing their
colors being represented on the field. That
is what homecoming should be about; not
about a concert with a football game the
next day, but about a football game with a
concert to celebrate after.
Regardless of full stands or mostly full
stands, the Toreros still had a game to play
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on Saturday when they took on Drake. They
got off to a roaring start when quarterback
Sam Scudellari completed three straight
passes, with the third being a 37-yard
touchdown pass to Kyle Warren. Drake
responded with a 14-play, 63-yard drive
which culminated in a one yard touchdown
run by Stephen Platek, tying the game 7-7,
setting up what appeared to be a shootout.
However, the Torero offense was
unable to capitalize on several chances and
they were held scoreless for the rest of the
half. Drake added another touchdown with
8:36 left to play in the second quarter and
they took a 14-7 lead in to halftime.
The second half started out promising
when Scudellari hit Warren for another

score to tie the game 14-14. Scudellari
finished the game 26 for 41 for 317 yards
and two touchdowns. The running game
was never able to get going, and the onedimensional offense became a problem for
USD throughout the game.
Drake's defense was able to focus on
the pass and they successfully shut them out
of the end zone for the rest of the game. A
late touchdown by Drake with 4:23 to go
was enough as the Bulldogs escaped with
a 21-14 win, dropping USD to 3-3 on the
season.
The Toreros will come right back on
Saturday to take on Jacksonville at 1:30
p.m. on Walter J. Zable Field at Torero Sta
dium.
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